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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates a satisfactory stabiliser to d a m p out low frequency
oscillations which occur in power systems for different operating
conditions. A fixed gain power system stabiliser is inadequate to provide
acceptable damping characteristics as the operating point changes.
Adaptive stabilisers which are equipped by the identification process to
recognise these changes can then be used to overcome this problem.

In adaptive control, which is a digital control strategy, the parameters o
the discrete-time model of a continuous-time power plant are estimated
through continual sampling of the input and output signals. In this
regard, different methods for obtaining a discrete-time mathematical
model for adaptive control of a single-machine infinite-bus power system
are first presented. The usual approach has been to use the shift operator
q, or its equivalent z transform, but this gives numerical difficulties with
the small sampling periods which are n o w becoming usual with modern
control hardware.

It is shown, by means of the example of the

identification of a generator excitation control system for both singlemachine infinite-bus and multimachine power systems, that these
problems can be avoided by the use of the delta operator instead.
Calculations show that the delta operator formulation also reflects the
frequency and dynamic response of the system more accurately and
conveniently.
The adaptive Pole Assignment controller, which has not been applied to
power systems as a stabiliser, is developed by fixing the poles of the
transfer function G d (s) = A 8 / A P m which reflects the effect of the load
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disturbances ( A P m ) on the power angle (A5). The development of the
control algorithm has been m a d e using the delta operator rather than the
shift operator as this removes numerical problems at fast sampling rates.
The delta operator also gives transfer functions very similar to those of
the continuous system and, therefore allows simplification of the control
design by reducing the order of the numerator of the discrete-time
transfer function. Comparative results for the adaptive Pole Assignment
controller and a fixed parameter stabiliser show the improvement in
response obtained with the adaptive algorithm as the operating point
changes for a single-machine infinite bus power system.
In the Pole Assignment adaptive controller, the system response
somewhat varies although the settling time of the system isfixedsince the
location of the zeros is not considered. Therefore, this technique is
modified such that the n e w adaptive power system stabiliser is able to
locate both the poles and the zeros. The control strategy is based on a
n e w type of model reference adaptive technique in which the transfer
function G d (s) is modified to a standard form based on explicit system
identification. This avoids having to compare the actual plant output with
a model following the usual model reference adaptive approach.
Controller design is simplified by reducing the number of controller
parameters to be identified and controller performance is improved by
the use of the delta operator rather than the more usual shift operator for
discretization. The similarity between continuous-time and discrete-time
systems using the delta operator also allows the design of the adaptive
controller based on a continuous-time control strategy.

Simulation

studies performed on a typical excitation control system model are
presented.

Comparative results of the M o d e l Reference Adaptive

controller, the Pole Shifting and the adaptive Pole-Assignment controllers
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and a fixed parameter stabiliser clearly show the benefits of the proposed
adaptive controller for stability enhancement of a single-machine infinitebus power system, especially where there are large changes in operating
point.

This adaptive controller also provides better damping

characteristics than a fixed parameter stabiliser for a multimachine power
system.
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CHAPTER 1

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW
This thesis sets out to provide an adaptive controller able to damp out
frequency oscillations which appear on an interconnected power system
over a wide range of operating points.

The Pole-Assignment adaptive controller is applied for the first time as
power system stabiliser, with the modification of the use of the delta
operator rather than the shift operator to give improved performance at
high sampling rates. T h e performance is shown to be marginally
acceptable when the operating point changes because of shifts in the zeros.
A further modification is given by fixing both poles and zeros using a
n e w type of Model Reference Adaptive Controller and is shown to be
robust against large changes in operating point. The final controller is
tested for both single-machine infinite-bus and multimachine (Twomachine) power systems.

In this chapter a review of different techniques including classical and
adaptive ones for damping out low frequency oscillations is given. A
brief description of discretization with major contributions of this work
is also presented.

1.2 A REVIEW OF LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS IN
POWER SYSTEMS
In an interconnected power system, individual or groups of generating
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plants are connected together via tie-lines. In order to maximise the
efficiency of the overall interconnected system, it is desirable that all
generating plants operate and transfer power through transmission and/or
tie-lines without limitation.
However, in practice, sudden changes in load may produce low frequency
oscillations which can severely limit the transfer of power within the
system. Once started, they can decay, or continue to grow such that they
cause two or more parts of power system to be disconnected. These
oscillations that are of concern to the dynamic stability of a power system
typically occur in the frequency range of approximately 0.2 to 2.5 H z [1]
and are usually recognised as being of two distinct types "local plant
mode" and "inter-area mode". The local m o d e is associated with units at
a generating station swinging with respect to the rest of the power system.
Typically, this m o d e of oscillation occurs at the upper end of the
frequency range mentioned above. In an interconnected network, various
groups of synchronous generators are connected over tie-lines.
Oscillations of any one machine group against other groups are reflected
in the power flow over the tie-lines. This gives rise to the inter-area
m o d e of oscillation. Typically, these oscillations occupy the lower end of
the frequency range of interest [2].
At any given oscillation frequency, the major concern of dynamic
stability is to improve both synchronising and damping torques [3].
Although the automatic excitation regulator ( A E R ) can provide a
significant improvement in the part of synchronising torques as its dc
gain increases, it will increase the magnitude of negative damping torque
causing instability especially for moderate to high system transfer
impedances, and heavy loadings. With more experience, power system
engineers are n o w convinced that in these circumstances, additional
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damping can be provided by a "fixed" parameter supplementary
excitation control, namely a power system stabiliser (PSS) [3-6]. In
essence, the aim of a power system stabiliser is to produce a component
of electrical torque in phase with speed variations. This causes an
increase in damping torque produced by the generator and this in turn
helps to d a m p out rotor oscillations. Therefore, a positive damping
signal, derived from either the speed or frequency or accelerating power
[1,7], with adequate gain and phase advance is injected at the summing
junction where A E R is connected.
The 'fixed' type of PSS performs well for a medium range of operating
conditions. Where large changes in the parameters of the load and
network configuration occur, the conventional PSS becomes less effective
in providing the required damping signals [8]. O n e possible way to
overcome this problem is to use adaptive techniques [8]. These types of
controllers are equipped by the identification process to identify these
changes and this in turn helps to change the controller parameters for
increasing the damping.
Owing to the use of different methods for the design of fixed and
adaptive PSSs, a separate review of classical and adaptive techniques will
be given.

1.3 CLASSICAL TECHNIQUES
The dynamic stability study is undertaken to obtain the damping
requirements for a satisfactory system performance. It is used to identify
troublesome modes of oscillations, develops rules for determining which
generators in a system should be equipped with stabilisers, determines the
general characteristics of those stabilisers and decides on tentative
stabiliser and regulator parameter settings [9]. Since in the dynamic
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stability study the stability of a power system is subjected to a relatively
small and sudden disturbance like a small step change in load, the system
can be described by linear differential equations, and the system can be
stabilised by a linear and continuous supplementary controller.
Therefore, different methods of analysis based on linear control have
been used by various investigators.

The Routh-Hurwitz criterion tests stability by examining the sign of the
real part of the denominator polynomial of the closed-loop transfer
function. The system is unstable if any root has a positive real part. This
method has been used by investigators such as Gove [10] and Booth et al
[11]. Whilst it gives a simple means of determining asymptotic stability,
its main disadvantage is that it gives no indication of the degree of
stability of the system, since no information is available on h o w the poles
of the closed-loop transfer function m o v e with variations in gain
constants.
A method which is capable of indicating how the stability of a system
relates to the variations in gain constants is the Root-Locus method. This
method is quick to implement and involves plotting the poles and zeros of
a transfer function on an Argand diagram. B y varying the value of the
gain constants, the migratory paths of the poles and zeros are charted.
Poles tending towards the right-hand plane of the diagram lead to an
unstable system.

This method has been employed successfully by

Bollinger et al [12] and Oradat et al [13] in evaluating parameter settings
for P S S design. Stapleton [14] used this method to investigate the effect
of voltage regulator parameter settings on the stability and dynamic
response of an excitation control system. O n e drawback with this method
is the presence of a large number of poles and zeros, which makes the
establishment of any rules difficult.

5
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The Nyquist criterion gives a test for the right-half plane poles of a
closed-loop system. Its advantage is that stability considerations can be
performed on a closed-loop system based on open-loop frequency
response data. Given a closed-loop system with forward path transfer
function G(s) and unity negative feedback, a necessary and sufficient
condition for asymptotic stability is that the m a p of the Nyquist contour
on the G(s)-plane, corresponding to a clockwise traverse, should m a k e a
number of anticlockwise encirclements of the point (-1, 0) equal to the
number of poles possessed by G(s) in the right-half plane. The Nyquist
contour is a path in the s-plane consisting of a segment of the imaginary
axis, from -jR to jR, together with a semicircle of radius R in the righthalf plane to close the contour, where there are poles on the imaginary
axis, the contour is indented so as to avoid them [15].
This method has been used by Ewart et al [16] and Aldred et al [17] for
determining the stability of synchronous machines. It is capable of
assessing the degree of stability in the system and is useful for practical
compensation studies [18]. However, it involves extensive computation.
Heffron et al [19] used the analogue computation approach to determine
stability. This approach is based on the realisation of an electric circuit
using adders, multipliers and integrators or differentiators to represent
the dynamical system under investigation.

This hardware set-up

essentially solves a differential equation which reflects the characteristics
of the dynamical system. The coefficients of the equation can be adjusted
for optimum output using potentiometers. With this approach, close to
real system performance can be observed. However, it is a lengthy
process.

A method which is well suited for the selection of the parameter values o
stabilising devices is the domain separation one, which was developed by
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Venikov [20]. The method rests on the establishment of the characteristic
equation of a system and its separation into real and imaginary parts,
explicitly in terms of the parameters under investigation as functions of
frequency and damping. T w o parameters are studied at a time. These
are plotted as a function of frequency for particular values of damping in
a coordinate system with the two parameters as axes. It is then possible to
establish the optimum values for these parameters based on curves which
allow a separation of improved damping domain from a domain with
worse damping. Y u et al [21] and Surana et al [22] have applied this
method for selecting optimum values for regulator parameters.
Eigenvalue analysis is, so far, the most common method used for large
interconnected power systems and lends itself readily to digital computer
applications. Eigenvalues are roots of the characteristic polynomial of a
system and as such characterise its performance. They m a y be real
numbers or more often complex ones for dynamical systems. The real
part conveys information about the amount of damping, while the
imaginary part is related to the natural frequency of oscillation of the
corresponding m o d e [23]. Eigenvalues are functions of the design and
control parameters of the system so eigenvalue sensitivity analysis,
whereby eigenpatterns are mapped out in the s-domain for small changes
in parameter values, give a good indication of the degree of stability of
the system. Obata et al [24], Martins [25] and Ajjarapu [26] are among
m a n y investigators w h o have used this approach in studies on power
system dynamic stability.
Both domain separation and eigenvalue analyses are suitable for off-line
stability analysis in system planning. However, it is very difficult to
apply them to on-line stability assessment in system operation because
they require too m u c h computational time.
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The methods of analyses described above aim at establishing relative
stability measures for control purposes. Whilst classical methods rely on
phase and gain margins, modern control design aim at locating the
eigenvalues at well damped positions. A method which is able to locate
the poles of the system at desirable locations is pole placement [27]. In
this technique the unstable mechanical modes, from eigenvalue analysis of
the open-loop power system, are first identified. T o find out what these
modes are and to which machines they belong, participation factor
analysis [28] is used for a matrix of the same open-loop system. This
helps to indicate which machine has a dominant effect on the unstable
modes and then the decision for installing PSSs in some sites can be made.
The PSSs are designed according to the desirable eigenvalues. The results
shown in [27] indicate that the unstable modes are well damped as
intended. T o improve the damping of the poorly damped modes due to
the dynamic interaction between machines damping factors for individual
subsystems are varied. The results show an improvement in the damping
of such modes [27]. However, this needs an extensive effort and time.
Linear Optimal Control (LOC) was first applied by Yu et al [29,30] to
design a stabiliser for a hydroeletric power plant. The concept behind
this class of regulators is to minimise a linear performance index which
represents the system state variation. One of the main advantage of this
method in comparison with the conventional PSS designs is that both
damping and synchronising torques are being improved. Whereas, the
conventional PSS has been designed with a single input signal using phase
compensation and for a narrow band of oscillating frequencies, the L O C
synthesises the control input from m a n y state variable signals that
themselves have different phases, has no need of compensation blocks,
and is good over a wide band of frequencies. The drawback of this
method is to find a suitable weighting factor Q which is very important in
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L O C design. It is very difficult to find a general rule for the choice of
all elements of the weighting matrix because most state variables are
different physical quantities, like speed, flux linkage, and so on. T o solve
this problem Aldeen et al [30a] have tried to obtain a systematic method
based on the Moore's [30b].

In this method the controllable and

observable modes of the state vector in an ordered form are obtained by
calculating the balance transformation matrix. However, their proposed
method regarding the relationship between the state vector modes and the
weighting matrices is not clear and fails to give rigorous systematic
method. They also do not give a clear w a y h o w the first m states of the
balanced system are weighted according to their contribution. T o obtain
the desirable characteristics a larger computational burden must be taken.
A m o n g other users of this method has been Habibullah et al [31].
The parameters of a power system change with load and operating
conditions, and, therefore, its dynamic behaviour also changes. However,
the conventional stabiliser mentioned above is designed to work most
satisfactorily at a particular operating point, and its performance m a y
deteriorate as operating point changes [8,32-35]. Therefore, autotuning
stabilisers are required for effective control over a wide range of
operating conditions.

1.4 ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Adaptive control is a subject of control theory which deals with a system
that can modify its behaviour in response to changes in the dynamics of
the process and the disturbances. In recent years, power engineers have
considered employing adaptive control techniques for enhancing dynamic
stability measures [8]. A m o n g these, two main adaptive control schemes,
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namely Model Reference Adaptive Control ( M R A C ) and Self Tuning
Control (STC), have been well developed in control engineering as
explained in Sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 and applied to power systems as
explained in Section 1.4.3 [32-36]. These techniques lead to different
ways of adjusting the controller parameters.

1.4.1 Model Reference Adaptive Control
A m o n g the various types of adaptive control configurations, Model
Reference Adaptive Control is important since it leads to relatively easyto-implement systems with a high speed of adaptation which can be used
in a variety of situations.
In M R A C the desired performance is expressed in terms of a reference
model, which gives the desired response to a command signal. The
output of the controlled plant (y(t)) is continually compared to that of the
model (ym(t)). The error signal (e = ym(t) - y(t)) is used to adjust the
parameters of the regulator in such a way that the error becomes zero.

A block diagram of the MRAC method is shown in Figure 1.1 where th
system can be thought of as consisting of two loops: an inner loop
consisting of the plant and the regulator and an adaptive outer loop.
model
adaptation
mechanism
u
regulator

plant

Figure 1.1 Configuration of the usual Model Reference Adaptive Control
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The most important problem in such a control loop is to determine the
adjustment mechanism so that a stable system, which brings the error to
zero, is obtained.
The advantage of this loop-configuration is that, in the event of the
adaptive loop failing, the controller will still function at a sub-optimum
level. The original controller adjustment rule, called the 'MIT rule' [37]
is given by:
d9

<9e
e

<M)

d7=-Y ^e

where e is the error between the model output and the actual plant outp
The components of the vector T T are the sensitivity derivatives of the
error with respect to the adjustable parameters 0. The parameter y is a
design parameter which determines the adaptation rate.
The MIT rule was motivated by the assumption that the parameters 0
change much slower than the other system variables. To make the square
of the error small, the parameters are changed in the direction of the
negative gradient of e2.
Equation (1-1) can be rewritten as:
0(0 =

-

y Ifis)^-

ds

(1-2)

The MRAC method discussed above is called a direct method because the
adjustment rules tell directly h o w the regulator parameters should be
updated.
1.4.2 Self-Tuning Control
A different scheme is obtained if the process parameters are updated and
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the regulator parameters are obtained from the solution of a design
problem. A controller of this construction is called Self Tuning Control
(STC). It relates to a controller which automatically tunes the controller
to the desired performance according to the changing system conditions.
A block diagram of S T C is shown in Figure 1.2. The adaptive regulator
m a y be regarded as consisting of two loops. The inner loop consists of
the process and an ordinary linear feedback regulator. The parameters of
the regulator are adjusted by the outer loop, which is composed of a
recursive parameter estimator and a design calculation.
process parameters
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r—*
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Figure 1.2: General Self-Tuning Control structure

In Figure 1.2 where the parameters of the open-loop transfer function of
the process are estimated from sampled input/output data, an indirect
adaptive algorithm is obtained. The regulator parameters are not updated
directly, but rather indirectly via the estimation of the process model.
This type of S T C is called explicit S T C . It is possible to calculate the
parameters of the plant model so that it is expressed in terms of the
controller parameters. The controller design step is thus eliminated and
the controller parameters, rather than the plant model ones, are
estimated. This method is known as the implicit STC.
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The identification process in the S T C scheme of Figure 1.2 is performed
for an open-loop system where the input signal could be chosen freely
with the exception that at least the condition of persistent excitation has to
be satisfied [38]. This condition is usually performed by superimposing a
pseudorandom noise on the input signal [32]. However, in the proposed
adaptive controller in this work as explained below it is not possible to
select the input signal of the open-loop system freely. Therefore, the
indirect S T C scheme of Figure 1.2 is modified and shown in Figure 1.3
where AV re f, APd, A P m , and A 8 show the voltage reference, the power
swing disturbances, the change in load and the power angle swings
respectively.

Figure 1.3: The adaptive controller scheme
The aim in this work is to design an adaptive controller such that the
poles and the zeros of the closed-loop system ( G d = A 8 / A P m ) are placed at
preselected locations by using explicit system identification. However,
the point A shown in Figure 1.3 corresponding to that summing junction
of the linearized model where the machine mechanical loop is connected
(see Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2) is not accessible. Therefore, the closedloop system has to be estimated rather than the open-loop system, which
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includes the generator model and the excitation system, directly. In this
scheme it is not necessary to add any additional noise to the system for
identification.

Indirect STC, based on least squares estimation, was first proposed b
Kalman in 1958 [39]. N o analysis was given of the properties of the
closed loop system. A prototype special-purpose computer was built to
implement the controller, but the development was impeded by hardware
problems. A similar controller, based on least-squares estimation and
M i n i m u m Variance ( M V ) control, in which the uncertainties of the
estimates were considered, was published by Wieslander and Wittenmark
in 1971 [40]. Astrom and Wittenmark [41] made a direct S T C using M V
for the control strategy and the R L S parameter estimation. The objective
of this regulator is to minimise the variance of the output, without putting
any constraints on the magnitude of the control signal. Similar SelfTuning Controllers were developed by Clarke and Gawthrope [42-43]
using Generalised M i n i m u m Variance ( G M V ) control. This algorithm
gives a considerable amount of freedom for adjusting the parameters of
the controller but is more complicated than the M V S T C .

Pole

Assignment S T C was the next development of S T C , and was given by
Wellstead et al [44]. In such STCs, the controller parameters are
determined through a Recursive Least Square estimation such that the
closed-loop poles are placed at desired locations. All these techniques
have been developed in control engineering and some of them have been
applied to power system. N o w , a review is given of adaptive stabilisers
in which some of these techniques have been used.
1.4.3 Adaptive stabilisers in power system applications

An increase in the damping of the system response is desirable, not o
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because it reduces the fluctuations in the controlled variables and hence
improving the quality of the electricity supply, but mainly because this
damping is translated into an increase in the power transmission stability
limits. Higher stability limits bring significant economic savings as the
need for the expansion of the transmission system can be postponed.
Fixed gain controllers are widely used to improve the damping of power
systems. However, these fixed-parameter controllers have been designed
for a specific operating point and, therefore, they cannot, in general,
maintain the same quality of performance at other operating points. It is
for this reason that adaptive control has so m u c h potential to improve
system performance.

Kanniah, et al [45-46] use an STC approach on the excitation control of a
single-machine infinite-bus ( S M I B ) model. Their self tuner is of the
implicit type using M i n i m u m Variance technique resulting in simple
calculations to form the adaptive control output. However, S T C s based
on M V control concept suffer some serious drawbacks. They cannot
handle non-minimum phase systems without excessive computations.
Their attractive feature of simplicity is based on identifying the power
system with m i n i m u m phase models, however, during the recursive
identification process non-minimum phase models m a y occur which will
result in excessive controls and possibly system instability [47]. They are
also sensitive to the initial values of the parameters of the identifying
model [35].
Xia and Heydt [48] develop an S T C approach for a generator connected to
an infinite bus through a long transmission line. Their difference
equation model relates the present terminal voltage of the machine to past
sampled values of that voltage, to past excitation voltages, and to
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disturbance values. They augment the excitation control with Guassian
noise to aid in the Recursive Least Square (RLS) estimation process. The
identified parameters are used to form the control action as a function of
past control actions, current and past terminal voltages, as well as desired
terminal voltages, and a constant disturbance bias. Integral action is built
into the control to eliminate steady-state error. A weighting factor on the
control action is selected to enhance system stability. But their particular
strategy is limited to use on minimum-phase systems.
Generalised Minimum Variance Self-Tuning Regulator (GMV-STR) was
then used by Gu, et al [33] on a S M I B model to solve the difficulties
associated with non-minimum phase situations. However, G M V - S T R has
a constrained control structure, in which the suitable values of two
auxiliary polynomials S and Q should be selected to ensure that the
closed-loop stability is achieved [33-35], and in this regard no direct
method is given h o w to choose these polynomials such that the instability
does not occur. Moreover, this method is more complex than M V
control and requires more computation. Reference [33] has not given the
superiority of this adaptive stabiliser to the fixed gain one as operating
point changes. In [49] Bollinger et al also apply the G M V - S T R in a 9Machine system. A comparison of rotor damping from the proposed
adaptive controller and a conventional P S S is given in the paper. The
conventional P S S is designed using basic Root-Locus methods described
in [50-52]. The simulation results under different conditions show that
the system damping is improved when the adaptive P S S replaces the
conventional PSS. N o r u m et al [53] use the same G M V - S T R given by
[33] to show the effectiveness of adaptive P S S in a real-time laboratory
test.
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Fan et al [54] use G M V - S T R for a multimachine case. They apply this
controller on individual subsystems through excitation control. They use
a trial-and-error method for the selection of the order of the model to be
identified. Using extensive simulations shows that a fourth-order discrete
model is the best choice. The G M V control law is based on an one-step
optimisation method and the control action at each step attempts directly
to drive the system output to its steady-state point. However, this m a y
result in high control burden and system response overshoots in the
transient period [42,43]. In order to avoid this problem a dynamic
model, which generates an improved trajectory, is obtained for the openloop form of the identified model by shifting its open-loop poles by a
factor a towards the origin. The simulation results show that the
proposed G M V - S T R is superior to the conventional PSS. However, as
mentioned above the drawback of G M V technique is that there is no
direct method to find the suitable weighting polynomials Q and R and any
wrong selection of these polynomials causes instability [42,43].
A n alternative self-tuning method which looks at the strategy of locating
closed-loop poles to desired locations is the Pole Assignment (PA)
control. Despite this attractive feature of P A controller, it has not been
used as an adaptive stabiliser in power system. This method is dismissed
in [32] as requiring good insight in selecting the characteristic equation
such that a stable feedback controller is achieved. However, as shown
later in Chapter 5, this is not a major problem [55].
Then, Ghosh et al [32] introduce a modified version of Pole Assignment,
called Pole Shifting for supplementary excitation control. In Pole
Shifting control, controller parameters are selected on the basis that
closed-loop poles are moved a short distance from identified open-loop
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poles in a stabilising direction (radially inward away from the unit
circle). T h e amount of Pole Shifting is controlled by one parameter
which can be adjusted to keep controller gains within a reasonable range.
The exciter system considered in [32] has an automatic voltage regulator
( A V R ) with fixed parameters as a primary feedback control system.
Superimposed on this is a secondary adaptive loop. The adaptive
controller provides an auxiliary input to the A V R exciter loop, and a
pseudorandom noise is superimposed on this auxiliary input to aid in the
identification. The output of the difference equation model (and the input
to the adaptive controller) is taken to be electrical power (with D C
component removed).

A third-order difference equation model is

identified based on the input and output that are sampled every 100 msec.
Simulation results on a S M I B model given in this work indicate that the
adaptive controller's performance is superior to that of a fixed gain
stabiliser and the Linear Optimal Controller.
Chandra et al [36] modify a generalised self tuning controller with Pole
Assignment given in control engineering [56] to a self searching Pole
Shifting algorithm which is the same as the method explained above.
They point out that the most suitable sampling rate in this work , where
the shift operator is used, is 100 msec. The simulation results on a
multimachine case show a good improvement in dynamic response of the
power system in comparison with the conventional stabiliser.
W u et al [57] describe a self tuning PID (proportional-integral-derivative)
power system stabiliser using Pole Shifting technique for a multimachine
case. D u e to the communication difficulty between individual generators
decentralised self tuning stabilisers have been used. Each generator is
described by a second-order discrete transfer function and identified by
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R L S estimation using the shift operator. This transfer function, though
based on local signals, includes the effect of other machines in power
system. T h e P I D P S S gain settings are adjusted according to the Pole
Shifting technique with the on-line measured generator speed deviation
A © as the input signal of the adaptive stabiliser. The Pole Shifting
factors are being held constant with different values for each generator.
The simulation results show that the self tuning P I D stabiliser provides a
better dynamic response than the conventional stabiliser.

In the Pole Shifting algorithm, shifting the poles excessively towards th
centre of the z-plane increases the likelihood of the control signal
saturation and, as a result, this m a y cause a poor identification process,
and sometimes greatly affects the closed-loop performance [34]. T o
avoid this problem Cheng et al [34] describe a self-searching variable
Pole Shifting algorithm. In this method the Pole Shifting factor a shifts
the closed-loop system poles as close as possible to the centre of the unit
circle without violating the control constraints. Since identifying a high
order system needs a high computational calculation they point out that
the identifying of the system by a lower order (third-order) model gives
good results for the proposed algorithm as used in [32]. The simulation
results on a S M I B model using the shift operator illustrate the good
steady state stability when is compared with afixedstabiliser.
Cheng et al [58] also expand their method described above to a
multimachine power system. They use a decentralised model to design
the S T R . Each generator is identified as a third-order discrete model
using the shift operator. The rotor speed co and the stabilising signals are
used for the identification process as the input and output signals
respectively. The analysis and results given in this paper show that the
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problem of the stabiliser co-ordination synthesis in a multimachine case is
solved with the advantage of the improvement in dynamic performance of
the power system.
Chen et al [59] propose another Pole Shifting algorithm in which the
shifting factor a is calculated on-line based on an optimisation technique
given in [60]. This scheme simplifies the optimisation procedure and
reduces the optimisation time. In order to reduce the computation time
and enhance the real-time property of the stabiliser, a lower order
discrete model (third-order) using the shift operator and sampling time of
50 msec is used. It is shown that the measured and identified frequencies
obtained from the low order linear approximation are matched nicely and
consistently. The results for various conditions of a S M I B model show
that the proposed adaptive P S S provides better damping than fixed PSS
over a wide frequency range.
In [61,62] Pahalawatha expand the SISO Pole Shifting adaptive controller
algorithm to the M I M O controller. This extension combines and coordinates the action of governor and excitation system. Here they take
the accelerating power and variation in terminal voltage as the input
signals to the controller. They use a 'self-searching' variable Pole
Shifting algorithm [34,63], as explained above, to avoid having a poor
performance of the controller.

T h e simulation and real-time

implementation results using the shift operator and a sampling time of
150 msec on a S M I B model show that the proposed adaptive controller
performance is better than a fixed PSS.
Pole Shifting techniques had been limited to Single-Input Single-Output
(SISO) systems or Multi-Input Multi-Output ( M I M O ) systems with equal
number of inputs and outputs. Ghandakly et al [64] then propose a
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Generalised Multivariate Pole Shifting ( G M P S ) technique which is
capable of handling M I M O systems with arbitrary numbers of inputs and
outputs. In this method the Pole Shifting factor is self adjusted on-line
such that the control constraints will not be violated. The algorithm using
the shift operator is applied to a S M I B power system excitation control.
Both shaft speed and accelerating power are employed as control inputs.
Simulation results show that the system performance obtained by this
method is superior to the conventional P S S and a M V S T R . The studies
presented also reveal the inherent instability of M V S T R when the system
identified model becomes non-minimum phase.

All STR techniques given in the literature, so far, do not guarantee tha
the exact desirable response always follows as the operating point
changes. The reason for this is that there is no access to fix the location
of the zeros as well as the poles. A new adaptive controller using a novel
approach will be introduced in Chapter 6 which is able to provide a
specified response by considering the location of both the poles and the
zeros [65].
A m o n g the other controller techniques the optimal control has been used
by [66-69]. In [66-68] M a o et al describe a real-time laboratory scaled
studies using an adaptive optimal excitation control ( O E C ) and an
adaptive power system stabiliser. Both the proposed O E C and PSS are
implemented on three Intel 8086 single board computers, one for
identification calculation, one for control calculation and one for manmachine interface. The plant output is taken as the weighted sum of the
deviations of the voltage and active power signals. The test results on a
S M I B model using the shift operator show that the adaptive controllers
improve the damping of the power system in different operating
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conditions. In this controller the stability can always guarantee the
stability of the closed-loop system w h e n the controlled system is
controllable and the output weighting matrix Q > = 0 because of the
property of the linear optimal control. However, the system performance
in linear optimal control depends on the action of the output weighting
matrix Q [67] and, in this regard no direct method is given for the
selection of Q.

Lim [69] describes a new self tuning stabiliser based on the minimisati
of a modified version of a conventional quadratic performance index
[70]. This method is so designed that upon minimisation the resulting
optimal stabiliser possesses an additional derivative term which is not
found in the conventional one. A third-order discrete model of a S M I B
power system using the shift operator is used for the identification
process. The simulation results show that the proposed self tuning
stabiliser provides better damping characteristics than the conventional
self tuning stabiliser given in [48] and a fixed PSS. However, no direct
method is given h o w to select the positive weighting constant q', r, B*.
Wu et al [71] introduce a new STR for a multimachine case. A thirdorder model of each generator is identified. The controller strategy is
based on minimising a performance index in which the weighting factors
(Q and R ) are to be considered. The simulation results show the
superiority of the proposed S T R to an A V R controller. However, they
do not compare this controller with a conventional PSS. There is also no
direct method to determine the weighting factors.

In [72] Ghandakly et al present a decentralised Model Reference Adaptiv
Control, in which a combination of the decentralised and M R A C theories
is applied. The decentralised scheme provides means for coordinating the
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generating unit inputs from the excitation and governor control loops in
order to generate adequate damping torques. The reference model is
represented as a linear dynamic system satisfying certain model-following
conditions and also having realistic as well as achievable performance
objectives. Adaptive signals are derived for the exciter and governor
inputs to assure overall system stability as well as desired system
performance. The Liapunouv function method is used to synthesise the
feedback controller. The proposed method is applied to a S M I B power
system and the simulation results show that the system performance is
superior to the digital stabilisers proposed by the same author in [73].
In [32] it is explained that Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC)
is not easily applicable in power system because it is not easy to select a
suitable model based on the adaptive controller scheme shown in Figure
1.1. Moreover, in the case of unpredictable control disturbance, the
reference system will not respond immediately while the actual system
will [32,74]. This performance difference will be interpreted as a system
error, and the adaptation of system gains will occur. Irving et al [74]
explore M R A C

for generator voltage regulation to maintain an

unconditionally stable adaptive loop using hyperstability theory [75]. In
this theory conditions on each component of a system guarantee the
unconditional stability of the whole system. They use what they call a
'series-parallel' model reference scheme to reduce the effects of sudden
unmeasurable disturbances. Then controllers are analysed in continuoustime domain only, and thus require accurate high speed analog computers
to perform complex computations.
The problems regarding the usual approach of M R A C can be resolved by
using a n e w adaptive controller scheme as will be shown in Chapter 6. In
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this scheme by using an explicit system identification a compensator is so
designed that it forces the closed-loop system to be the same as the
reference model without requiring to calculate the error between the
plant and the model outputs. A n easy method will be given to select the
reference model.

1.4.4 Fuzzy logic and artificial neural network stabilisers
There have recently been some interest among researchers to use fuzzy
logic and artificial neural network stabilisers rather than using adaptive
techniques. Although these methods propose a promise for a considerable
work to be carried out in power system, the details of such stabilisers are
not given here because they are beyond the scope of this thesis which is
mainly concentrated on adaptive stabilisers. However, it is apt to have a
brief review of the work done so far in this area.
Hsu et al [76] use an artificial neural network ( A N N ) for tuning the P S S
under different operating conditions. A multilayer feedforward neural
network is employed to adapt P S S parameters according to generator
loading conditions. The inputs to the neural network contain generator
real power output (P) and reactive power (Q) or power factor (PF)
which characterise generator loading conditions. The outputs of the
neural network are the desired P S S parameters. In the training process,
the desired P S S parameters for some typical loading conditions are
computed and stored. These input-output patterns constitute the training
set. The connection weights are then obtained by using the generalised
delta rule [77] with the input-output patterns in the training set as the
training data.

O n c e trained, the neural network provides the P S S

parameters under any measured loading conditions. O n e of the important
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difficulties in this method is to choose the proper value for the
m o m e n t u m constant and the learning rate. There is still no consensus as
to what value of these parameters should be used in the learning process
[77]. The simulation results on a S M I B model show the superior
performance of the A N N PSS to thefixedPSS. However, the authors do
not compare their results to another adaptive controller to show their
claim regarding the superiority of this method to adaptive techniques.
Zhang et al [78] describe an artificial neural network (ANN) based
adaptive power system stabiliser (APSS), in which the advantages of the
self-optimising Pole Shifting adaptive control strategy [60] is combined
with the quick response of the A N N .

In this method a multi-layer

perception with error back-propagation training method is employed.
The A N N , trained by an adaptive PSS, has been applied to a singlemachine infinite-bus (SMIB) power system. During training, the A N N
learns to memorise and simulate the control strategy of A P S S in order
that it gives, in practice, the same performance as the A P S S . A thirdorder discrete model of the generating unit using the shift operator with
time-varying coefficients is used for the study. The speed of generator co
is used as the P S S input. For A N N , a fourth-order input signal is used
for the four inputs of A N N , i.e. co(n), co(n-l), co(n-2), co(n-3). Since the
main purpose of the paper is to make the A N N based P S S function as
close to the A P S S as possible, they consider a wide range for the
generator output (0.1 to 1.0 p.u), and the power factor ranging for 0.7
lead to 0.1 lag for training the A N N . Simulation results show that there
is not m u c h difference between the performance of A N N PSS and APSS,
but with the advantage that the A N N P S S requires a shorter time to
produce the control signal for the system disturbance. However, as the
authors state, no theory exists on h o w many neurones are required in a
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Researchers determine the number of neurones

according to their experience and extensive simulation studies.
Hiyama [79] proposes a rule-based fuzzy logic power system stabiliser
(FLPSS). The neural network is used to tune the F L P S S parameters
under wide range of operating points. The neural network is composed
of three layers, the input, the hidden, and the output ones. They input the
real and the reactive power, measured in real time, and the external
reactance of a S M I B model to the neural network to be able to set the
F L P S S parameters as operating point changes. The sampled signals are
obtained by using two digital resetfiltersin which the shift operator is
used. The back propagation method is used for a predetermined learning
set in the learning process of the neural network. The experimental
results show that F L P S S improves the system performance in comparison
with no controllers.

However, there is no comparison with the

conventional PSS.
Hsu et al [80] apply a fuzzy PSS to a multimachine system. Two real-time
measurements Aco and A'co (acceleration) are used as the input signals.
These input signals are first described by some linguistic variables such as
L P (large positive), M P (medium positive), S P (small positive) and so on,
using fuzzy set notation to determine stabiliser output. A fuzzy relative
matrix is developed using membership to find the relationships between
stabiliser inputs and stabiliser output. Each generator is equipped with
the stabiliser. The simulation results show a better power system
performance than the conventional stabiliser. They claim this new PSS is
better than a S T R P S S since the method does not require real-time model
identification. However, they do not compare their results with an
adaptive PSS. The results also show that the settling time of the system is
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comparatively large (about 10 sec), and in this regard the adaptive PSSs
provide a much better performance.

1.5 A BRIEF REVIEW OF DISCRETIZATION
In all adaptive techniques, both the control algorithm and the
identification scheme are based on a linear discrete-time model. Since a
power system is a continuous-time system, an equivalent discrete-time
model should be calculated. One common way of describing discretetime models is to use the shift operator (q). With this operator, which is
often expressed using the z-transform, the linear difference equations
with constant coefficients can be readily manipulated [81]. It allows
systems to be represented by a transfer function which is often a ratio of
polynomials in (q).

Despite its wide use in adaptive control, it is apparent that the
function which is obtained using the shift operator is not at all like the
transfer function in the s-domain. To obtain a better correspondence
between continuous and discrete-time systems, a difference forward
operator (delta operator) has been suggested by Middleton et al [82-83].
This advantage allows the designer to ignore the sampling zeros arising
from the sampling process and, therefore, to simplify the control strategy
[55,65]. This important advantage will be used in Chapters 5 and 6 for
designing adaptive controllers.
When the poles and zeros of a stable continuous-time system are mapped
to the discrete-time model (shift model) they are located inside a unit
circle in the z-plane [81]. For the delta model, those poles and zeros are
located inside a circle centred on -1/h of radius 1/h where h is the
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sampling time in seconds [83].

One cause of numerical difficulties in the shift operator representation
discrete-time systems is the clustering of the poles and zeros around the
point (1, 0 ) in the z-domain at the short sampling periods usually
required to meet high performance controller specifications. A related
problem is that the shift operator transfer function loses consistency with
the continuous case for frequency response calculations. It will be
demonstrated that the delta operator is a simple w a y of resolving these
problems, giving more accurate and consistent results [84]. The other
advantage of using the delta operator is that at short sampling periods
there is a close resemblance between the continuous and discrete models
as well as improved numerical properties compared with the shift
operator.
The major advantages of the delta operator approach to discretization are
as follows:
(a)

It is possible to use short sampling periods without incurring
numerical difficulties such as a high sensitivity to round-off errors
in coefficient representation.

(b) The coefficients of the discrete-time transfer function of the power
system are closely similar to the corresponding ones in continuoustime and it becomes easier to tune controller parameters for
improved dynamic performance.
(c)

T h e frequency and transient response of the continuous system can
be accurately estimated from the discretized system.
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The thesis is organised as follows;
The thesis first describes the power system model used in this study. The
concepts of discretization of continuous-time systems will be introduced
in Chapter 3. The numerical difficulties associated with the shift operator
w h e n discretizing at small sampling periods are given. T w o power
system transfer function examples are used to show the advantages of the
delta operator compared to the shift operator. Chapter 4 presents a
modified method of Recursive Least Square estimation in which the delta
operator is used for identifying the parameters of a power system [85].
Chapter 5 introduces a new adaptive Pole Assignment controller in which
the delta operator is used. In this algorithm, the controller parameters
are adjusted so that the poles of the closed-loop transfer function
G d (s)=A8/AP m , which shows the effect of the load disturbances ( A P m ) on
the power angle (AS), are placed at preselected locations ensuring that the
settling time is satisfactory for a wide range of operating points.
Simulation studies performed on a typical excitation control system
model, demonstrating clearly the benefits of the proposed adaptive
stabiliser, are presented.

Results are compared with a fixed gain

stabiliser.
A n e w adaptive controller using the delta operator is proposed in Chapter
6 which is able to provide a specified system response for all operating
points. The control strategy is based on a n e w type of model reference
adaptive technique in which the transfer function G d (s) is used as a
reference model. In this model reference adaptive technique there is no
need to calculate the error between the plant output and that of the model.
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The controller parameters are adjusted so that the poles and zeros are
placed at a preselected location using explicit system identification [65].
Comparative results will be given for the adaptive stabiliser based on the
two alternative control algorithms and for a fixed parameter stabiliser
and a Pole Shifting adaptive controller. The last chapter presents the
general conclusions.

1.7 ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS
The major contributions given in this work can be summarised as
follows:
1- A comparison of different techniques for obtaining a discrete-time
mathematical model for digital control design of a power system is given.
It is k n o w n that to meet the requirement for high performance of a
digital controller a short sampling time should be used. But this leads to
considerable numerical difficulties in the discretization of power system
transfer functions if the shift operator is used. The delta operator
suggested by Middleton et al in control engineering is then applied for the
first time to power system to avoid these problems.

2- The usual Recursive Least Square estimation is modified by using the
delta operator having the advantage that a short sampling time can be
used without incurring numerical difficulties. This modification and its
advantages have not been previously noted, even in control literature.
3- A n e w Pole Assignment adaptive controller using the delta operator
improves the dynamic behaviour of a single-machine infinite-bus power
system as operating point changes when compared with a conventional
stabiliser and the Pole Shifting controller.
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4- A n e w type of Model Reference Adaptive Controller is shown to be
able to provide specified damping characteristics over a wide range of
operating conditions for both single-machine infinite-bus and
multimachine power systems. The major advantages of this adaptive
controller in comparison with the other adaptive techniques are
summarised as follows;
(i) It does not suffer from non-minimum-phase problem because of
the use of the delta operator.
(ii) It gives a better damping characteristics than the Pole Shifting
control which has been the best adaptive controller given so far in
the literature.
(iii) Unlike the usual approach of M R A C it is not necessary to calculate
the error between the model and plant outputs. It uses the same
explicit identification as the Pole Assignment controller to place
both the poles and the zeros of the system at specified locations.
(iv) An easy method is given to obtain a reference model for a power
system.
(v)

It provides a flat gain characteristics over most of the frequency
range of concern confirming that a desirable damping can be
achieved for both local and inter-area modes [34].

(vi) Unlike GMV-STR and adaptive optimal control it does not have a
constrained control structure.

Chapter 2
POWER SYSTEM MODELLING
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2.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
With progress in microprocessor technology, the development of
stabilisers based on adaptive control techniques becomes a feasible way to
track the changes in operating point of a power system [8]. In these
techniques, a model of the system to be controlled is continually identified
in real-time and the control is calculated using a selected strategy. In all
these proposals, the emphasis has been to maintain good damping
characteristics as the operating conditions change.
W h e n the behaviour of a power system using adaptive control is to
accurately simulated, it is essential that a sufficient detail for
mathematical model be chosen. For adaptive feedback control design,
especially for identification part it is most desirable to choose a low order
open-loop model which must be suitable for representing the actual
system. However, after designing the feedback controller computer
simulations should be carried out when a high order model of the actual
open-loop system is used.
In this study where the effect of low frequency oscillations is of concern
there are a limited number of system components important such as the
synchronous generator, the excitation system and supplementary
controllers [4]. For each of them several basic models are recommended
by IEEE, and can be adapted for the studies of specific problems.
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In this chapter a suitable open-loop model for the design of the adaptive
controller is presented. It will be shown that this model sufficiently
represents the actual system.

A suitable model is also given for

discretization purpose and is taken up further in Chapter 3 where the
effect of mathematical discrete operators such as the delta operator and
the shift operator introduced in Section 1.5 is discussed.

2.2 GENERAL SYSTEM MODEL
In general, a power plant connected to the rest of the power system is
described by nonlinear equations. Computer simulations using standard
numerical integration algorithms are used to obtain the dynamic
behaviour of such a system. In many cases, however, linearization of the
nonlinear equations is appropriate, and in such cases the valuable insights
into general behaviour over a variety of operating conditions can be
gained by the powerful techniques of linear system analysis.
The phenomena of the dynamic stability and damping of synchronous
machines for the m o d e of small perturbations around the operating point
can be studied by a linearized block diagram. This is shown in Figure 2.1
for a single-machine infinite-bus (SMIB) [4] where the blocks are.
(i)

Kel
Excitation system : i . j

K3
(ii) field flux decay: •. ^ ^

1+ Ta s
T 1 + Th s

~

1
(iii) machine mechanical dynamics loop: M s 2 + K«I s + K i

The APd shown in Figure 2.1 shows the electrical power swings refle
in the flow of power in transmission and/ortie-lines[6].
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xcitation
ystem

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of transfer functions used for low frequency
oscillation studies without stabiliser for a S M I B model [4]
Although the design of any supplementary controller on a one machine
system is logically the best place to begin an evaluation of the controller,
it would be more desirable if a more through investigation can be done
with a multimachine model. For a multimachine case the linearized block
diagram which is an extension of Figure 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.2 [4].
Because of the interaction among machines, the state variables become
multiplied, for instance, A S becomes ASi, i=l,...,n. The branches and
loops also become multiplied; for instance, K i becomes Kiy, i=l,...,n,
j=l,...,n.

AEcjj

l

A8j

Figure 2.2: Basic model of a multimachine case for low frequency
oscillation studies without stabiliser [4]
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The blocks shown in Figure 2.2 are:
(i)

Keli
1 + Tai s
Excitation system: j + Te. s j + Tbi s

(ii) field flux decay: ~r~n?—^
1
+ K 3ii T dois
2

1

(iii) machine mechanical dynamics loop: M A s + K d i s + K t i i
The APdj shown in Figure 2.2 represents the electrical power swings due
to dynamic interaction between the ith machine and the other machines
and reflected in the flow of power in transmission and/ortie-lines[6] and
is equivalent to
APdj = I K H j A8j + 1 K 2ij AE' qj

(2-1)

where AE'q: is the internal voltage of the stator of a third-order
generator (see Appendix I).
"During low-frequency oscillations, the current induced in a damper
winding is still negligibly small, hence the damper windings can be
completely ignored in system modelling" [4]. However, in the models
given in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 an approximate damping factor K d = D/cob
has been considered. The effect of the governor is ignored because its
speed is not fast enough in comparison with the modern excitation system
during low frequency oscillations [3,4].
A n IEEE excitation system model type A C 4 with a high initial response
described in [86] and shown in Figure 2.3 has been used. In this model
which represents the modern exciters overall equivalent gain and the time
constant associated with the regulator and/orfiringof the thyristors are
represented by Ke and T e respectively.
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l+sTa
l+sTb

I
I

TGR
Figure 2.3: I E E E excitation system type A C 4
For well-damped performance of the regulating loop, as shown in [3,87],
it is desirable to maintain the crossover frequency less than l/(2Te) which
would m e a n that the steady-state gain K e is limited to a value less than
T' do /(2T e ). However, this imposes a restriction on exciter performance
because the steady-state gain is directly related to the exciter regulation.
T o have a desirable voltage regulation (say, less than 1 % ) , the exciter
gain m a y be selected as a considerably higher value than T'do/(2 T e ) [87].
Transient gain reduction ( T G R ) is then widely used in industry to resolve
this conflicts of objectives between a stable well-damped voltageregulating loop, and a low value of exciter regulation. T G R is usually
implemented as a lead-lagfilter[(1 + T a s) /l + Tb s)].
B y selecting 1 / T a as considerably lower than the crossover frequency
(e.g., T a = l ) , as described in [3], the effects of concern during low
frequency oscillations are not significantly different if the assumption is
m a d e that the regulator is represented by [K e /(1+T e s)] rather than
[(Kei/(1+Tes)) (1+T a s)/(l+Tbs)], where Ke=Kei (T a / Tb) is the transient
gain. Therefore, it is assumed that the equivalent gain of the excitation
system can be represented by a dc gain K e and T a =Tb=0.

2.3 A PARTICULAR MODEL FOR DESIGN OF THE ADAPTIVE
CONTROLLER
The problem under study is the stability of the torque angle loop, i.e., the
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behaviour of the rotor angle (AS) (not to be confused with the delta
operator) and speed following a small disturbance such as a sudden
change in load, which can be represented equivalently by a sudden change
in mechanical power ( A P m ) and power swing disturbances (AP d ) [3-6].
Dynamic stability can be investigated by considering the location of the
poles of the closed-loop transfer function including the stabiliser which
relates A P m to AS:
G (s)

d

= APm (2-2)

The fixed parameter stabiliser is usually designed either through
eigenvalue analysis for a particular dominant frequency usually associated
with the local m o d e [1,4,6,27,35,73] or using other methods such as pole
placement [27] and Linear Optimal Control [29]. Although it has been
shown by [88] that static var compensator ( S V C ) m a y improve system
stability, it must be kept in mind that the most inexpensive 'fixed'
parameter controller to damp low frequency oscillations is a well located
and tuned power system stabiliser [89]. The possibility of damping these
oscillations through static compensators should be only considered once
the P S S option has been exhausted [89]. However, if in a power system
the S V C has been included to control the voltage at a particular bus,
computer simulations should consider the effect of the S V C in system
stability performance.
The parameters of the power system change with operating point,
yielding a different transfer function for each change, while the stabiliser
parameter settings are optimum for only one of these operating points.
Therefore, it is desirable that the system is equipped by an adaptive
controller to identify the changes.
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These changes are not fast and significant changes would not be expected
over a time scale of a few minutes [90]. It would thus be feasible to
identify the operating point in terms of "K" parameters by examination of
appropriate input and output waveforms such as AS, A P m and A P d [5].
The first signal can be obtained from a rotor encoder on the generator
shaft or measuring the speed (Aco) and passing it through an integrator.
The second signal can be obtained by measuring accelerating power
( A P m = P a = P m - P e ) [7]. The third signal for both single-machine
infinite-bus and multimachine power systems is included in the
measurement of electrical power reflected in the flow of power in
transmission and/ortie-linesand appears in A P m . These signals could be
used to allow the computer to identify the transfer function G d and to
adjust the stabiliser parameter settings to match the changing operating
point. T h e widely used method of identification is Recursive Least
Squares (RLS) estimation described in m a n y control texts [91-92].
In order to identify the parameters of the system a discrete model with a
suitable order must be selected. In practice, the higher the order of the
model is chosen, the closer the model approaches the real power system.
However, in real-time application it is neither practical nor necessary to
use a high order model to identify the system because (i) the least-square
identification technique automatically fits the model parameters to the
actual input-output characteristics [91-92], (ii) a high order model
involves a heavy calculation burden which is undesirable for the on-line
computer control [32,34,54,57,58].
A s mentioned earlier the aim of this study is to design an adaptive
controller which is able to d a m p out low frequency oscillations over a
wide range of operating points. T o simplify the analysis it is desirable to
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choose a low order model of the open-loop system in thefirststep of the
design. Obviously, this depends on the model to be considered being able
to reasonably represent the actual system. T o decrease the order of the
model shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 it is assumed that the voltage control
system is very fast compared with the dynamics of the rest of the system.
Therefore, the block diagram representation of the excitation system can
be shown simply by its dc gain (i.e., K e ) [2,5]. This is a reasonable
assumption as shown below because the time constant of the modern
exciters is very short (say, 0.01 sec [34,49]).
Consider, for example the transfer function of the electrical loop (G(s))
between A U e and AE' q of Figures 2.1 and 2.2 in the following cases;
(i) Excitation system : including Te
G(s)-

KeK3
(i+Tes)(l+K3T'doS)+KeK3K6

(ii) Excitation system : neglecting Te
G(s)

KCK3
" (l+K3T'dos)+KeK3K6

It should be noted that since the component of the torque produced by the
K 4 branch (see Figure 2.1) is negligible [3] its effect has been ignored for
calculating the electrical loop.
The stabilisers are mainly designed to compensate the phase lag produced
by the electrical loop transfer function G(s). B y using an illustrative
example taken from [3] where K 3 =0.36, K6=0.417, Ke=25, and T'do=5
(see Appendix II) the transfer function G(s) for two cases is:
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(ii)

G(s) = ( i + i . 8 S ) +3.753

The Bode diagram of both transfer functions are shown in Figures 2.4
and 2.5. A s can be seen from Figures 2.4 and 2.5 there is a negligible
difference between the phase characteristics of two cases in the frequency
range of 13-15 rad/sec and there is no difference between the magnitude
of two cases in the whole frequency range of concern. Consequently, for
the design of the adaptive controller given in Chapters 5 and 6 the
excitation system is considered simply as a dc gain.
20

Ke
Kc/(l+sTe)

*S

0-

-20 |
.1

II

i inn
1

i I
10

100

Angular frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 2.4: Gain characteristics of transfer function G(s) for two
different cases

%
09

J3
P.

Angular frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 2.5: Phase characteristics of transfer function G(s) for two
different cases
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However, there should be distinction between the model to be used for the
design purpose and identification and the model to be used for
simulations. Computer simulations are carried out for the case where the
excitation system is [Ke/(1+Tes)].

2.4 DISCRETIZATION MODEL

When a digital control is to be applied in power system it is imperative
that the continuous-time system be discretized by using a suitable
mathematical operator such as the delta operator introduced in Section
1.5. The transfer function to be used for discretization will be the closedloop transfer function Gd. A s explained in Section 1.4.2 this transfer
function will be the basic model for the identification and the design of
the adaptive controller. A s an example before using the proposed
adaptive controllers it is assumed that the power system is equipped by a
conventional stabiliser to improve the damping characteristics. This
situation is shown in Figure 2.6.

Tw s
1+T W s

1+Ti s
l+T 2 s

Conventional PSS

Figure 2.6: Excitation control system with power system stabiliser
The aim in this section is to provide a simple example of a low order
transfer function for discretization purposes given in Chapter 3. This
model should represent the actual system sufficiently. In order to
simplify the analysis and reduce the order of the closed-loop system the
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PSS used by [5] and shown in Figure 2.7 has been considered rather than
using the conventional PSS applied to power utilities [4].

Simplified PSS

Figure 2.7: Excitation control system with simplified PSS
The question which m a y arise is that whether this simplified model is
close to the high order power system. A n illustrative power system given
in [3] is n o w used to discuss this point. The high order model includes
the excitation system by [K e /(1+T e s)] and the conventional P S S
represented in Figure 2.6. The low order model of the excitation control
system is a dc gain Ke and simplified PSS shown in Figure 2.7. The
parameters of both models are given in Appendices II and III. Then
Gd(s) can be determined as:
(i) high order model:
G

,.
125s4 + 18932s* + 666993s2 +1730372s + 166386
d S
^
s 6 + 152s5 + 5624s4 + 120927s3 +774506s2+1896218s + 182730

(2-3)
(ii) low order model
G

125s2 + 2830s + 6601
d( > " s 4 + 23.89s3 + 595s2 +2953s + 7226
s

(2 4;

'

The gain and phase characteristics and transient response to a 5 % step
change in load for both models are shown in Figures 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10
respectively.
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Low order model

High order model
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Figure 2.8: Gain characteristics of high and low order models
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Figure 2.9: Phase characteristics of high and low order models
As can be seen from Figures 2.8 to 2.10 the characteristics of both
systems are close to each other confirming that the low order model can
be used as an example to show the robustness of the delta operator for
discretization.
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Figure 2.10: Transient response of high and low order models to a 5%
step change in load

2.5 C O N C L U S I O N S
Linearized models of single-machine infinite-bus and multimachine
power systems have been presented. T h e synchronous generator is
represented by a third-order model. For modern exciters it was shown
that considering the excitation system as a dc gain could sufficiently
represent the actual open-loop system. This reduces the order of the
model for the design of the adaptive controller and identification.
However, computer simulations will be carried out for the system where
the excitation system is fully represented. A simplified PSS was given
rather than the full P S S used in industry for discretization purposes. This
allows a reduction in the order of the closed-loop system transfer
function. A

transfer function (Gd(s)) was introduced for dynamic

stability study. This will be the basic transfer function for further study
in this thesis.

Qhapter 3
DISCRETIZATION OF POWER SYSTEM
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION
There has been increasing interest in utilising digital techniques for
controlling power systems with the introduction of low cost digital
controller hardware. Digital control systems are highly reliable, selfdiagnostic, and can b e readily reconfigured to implement advanced
control strategies. O n e such digital control strategy which has been
demonstrated to be suitable for enhanced performance of a power system
is adaptive control [32,36]. Adaptive techniques involve the identification
of the parameters of the discrete-time model of the plant through
continual sampling of the input and output signals, thus keeping track of
operating conditions. T h e calculation of the control action is m a d e
during each sampling time based on the selected control strategy.
A power system is a continuous-time system. Nevertheless, where a
digital controller is to be applied, it is desirable to develop a discrete-time
model for analysis purposes. The forward shift operator q has been a
convenient tool to describe discrete-time models. This operator converts
linear difference equations into simple algebraic equations.

Despite its wide use, it will be shown that because of the clustering eff
there would be numerical difficulties in the shift operator representation
of discrete-time systems when short sampling times are involved. W h e n
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the poles and zeros of a stable continuous-time system are mapped to the
shift model using short sampling times, they cluster around the point
(1,0) in the z-plane [82,84]. A problem regarding numerical difficulties
is that the shift operator transfer function loses consistency with the
continuous case for frequency response calculations.
The other alternative for calculating a discrete-time model is to use the
w-transform. This method was developed to allow continuous system
design techniques to be applied to discrete systems and is usually
calculated from the shift operator. It will be shown that since there is no
direct method for calculating w-model from a continuous-time system it
would also have numerical difficulties as the shift operator does.
The delta operator [84] is a simple way of resolving these problems,
giving m o r e accurate results.

T h e advantage of this alternative

representation is that at short sampling periods there is a close
resemblance between the dynamic behaviour of the continuous and
discrete models. It also retains the similarity between continuous-time
and discrete-time systems that has been one of the advantage of using wtransform.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 reviews how to obtain the
discrete-time model of a continuous-time system. Section 3.3 gives the
relationship between the poles and zeros of the continuous-time system
and the discrete ones. The difficulties which arise w h e n discretizing at
small sample periods are given in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 gives a
comparison between the delta and shift operators w h e n applied to the
discretization of the power system transfer functions involving a typical
excitation control system with stabiliser.
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3.2 DISCRETIZATION OF CONTINUOUS-TIME SYSTEMS
Consider, for example, a digital control system as shown in Figure 3.1.
The plant is taken to be a generating unit under study, its excitation
system and the power system to which it is connected including other
generators and their controllers. The plant will typically have continuous
signals at its input and output. However, the controller input and output
are discrete signals because of the sampling nature of analog to digital
(A/D) converter at the input and the discrete nature of the digital output.
controller
input
reference signal

controller
output
u(k\

y(k)

plant
input
u(t)

plant
output
y(t)

A/D
converter

Figure 3.1: Digital control system
The c o m m o n characteristics of these seemingly different types of systems
is that their dynamic behaviour m a y be analysed by applying discretetime mathematical concepts. In general, difference equations are the
mathematical language utilised in the description of discrete-time systems
[81].
In order to find the discrete-time equivalent of a continuous-time system,
the underlying continuous-time system equations have to be solved over
the sampling intervals [81]. T h e key problem is then to find the
relationship between the sampled output y(k) and the sampled input u(k)
as shown in Figure 3.1. For general nonlinear systems, there are various
numerical techniques to approximate the solution (for example, Euler
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approximation). However, in the case of linear systems, one can obtain
an exact description of the sampled response using linear state space
models [81].

3.2.1 Zero-order hold sampling of continuous-time system
Consider a continuous-time linear state space model of the form
f

X=Ax(t) + Bu(t)
(3-1)
I y(t) = C x(t)

The zero order hold sampling model of the continuous-time system is
given by,
x(tk+l)=0(tk+l> l k) x < l k) + ^ k + l > tk) u(tk)
(3-2)
y(t k )=C x(tk)
where 0 and \i are matrix functions of A and B as shown in standard
control texts [81].
It should be noted that it is assumed that the input is generated by a zeroorder hold, that is
u(t) = u(k h) for k h < t < (k+1) h

(3-3)

3.2.2 Discrete-time operator models
In order to manipulate linear difference equations such as (3-2), it is most
convenient to use operator calculus. Operator calculus gives a compact
description of systems and makes it easy to derive relationships among
system variables and the manipulation of difference equations is reduced
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to a purely algebraic operation. It would be then easy to show the
relationships between the input and output signals by a transfer function.
Three operators which have been used in discrete-time systems are as
follows [83,84,93].
1-Shift operator
The most commonly used operator calculus is the forward shift operator
q, defined by q x(k) = x(k+l) where k is the discrete-time index and x(.)
stands for any sampled signal. Using the shift operator calculus allows
Equation (3-2) to be written compactly as a simple form of
r

q x(t k ) = 0 x(t k ) + ix x(t k )
(3-4)

I y(tk) = C x(tk)
2-w operator
Sometimes discrete frequency design is carried out by using a bilinear
transformation, also called the w-transform. The essential idea of the
method is to transform the discrete model of the plant by substituting a
new variable w, using the bilinear mapping,

where q is the conventional shift operator and h is the sampling interval
in seconds, and to perform the compensator design in the w-plane [93].
The interesting idea of using this method is that the stability boundary in
the w-plane is the imaginary axis, just as for the s-plane of continuoustime system.
However, using Equation (3-5) for calculating the w-transform would
transfer numerical difficulties from the shift model to the w model.
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Therefore, the w-transform of the continuous-time system given in
Equation (3-1) should be calculated directly. For the w operator,
Equation (3-2) can be written as
' w x(t k ) = 0 " x(t k ) + \L" x(t k )
(3-6)
y(t k ) = C x(t k )
where
0-1

0

"=K~7,

2 Li

md

^q+T

(3 6a)

"

A s can be seen from Equations (3-6 a) the shift operator q appears in the
denominator. This means that the matrices 0" and u" cannot be calculated
numerically from continuous-time system matrices. Therefore, w transform has to be calculated through either the shift operator or the
delta operator introduced further.
3-Delta operator

Despite the wide use of the shift operator in digital control, it is app
that there is no resemblance between the shift operator q and the
continuous-time operator d/dt. In order to obtain an operator calculus
which is more like a derivative, Middleton et al [83] has suggested a
difference operator, namely, delta operator 5, defined by 8 = ^ , where
q is the conventional shift operator and h is the sampling interval in
seconds. Using this operator, the linear discrete state space model of
(3-2) can be written as
5 x(t k ) = 0'x(t k ) + n'x(tk)
(3-7)

I y(tk) = C x(tk)
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where
0 =

0-1
~h"'and

^="h

Note that the delta operator provides the same flexibility as the shift
operator does because the relationship between 6 and q is a simple linear
function. T h e choice of which operator is to be used is a function of
particular application. This concept will be discussed further in Section
3.5 for two power systems.

3.2.3 Selection of sampling rates
The selection of sampling rate is normally based on the bandwidth or,
equivalently, on the rise time of the closed-loop system [81]. It has been
suggested that the sampling rate be at least ten times the bandwidth of the
closed-loop system or there will be a loss of information related to
intersample behaviour [81,83]. Consider, for example, the step response
s+3
of a closed-loop transfer function r^.o) ( S +1V *nw n * c n *^e bandwidth is
0.15 Hz. The output signal is
y(t)=1.5 + 0.5e"2t-2e_t
Figures 3.2 (a), (b) and (c) show the sampled data version of this signal
with sampling rates of f0 = 0.3, 0.6, 1.5 Hz. Note that reconstruction of
the signal is impossible with the 0.3 H z sampling rate, a little difficult
with the 0.6 H z sampling rate but can be approximately achieved by the
1.5 H z sampling rate.
Consequently, in practice, sampling rates in excess of ten times the
controller bandwidth should be chosen. Middleton et al [83] have
suggested sampling rates to be between ten times andfiftytimes the
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closed-loop bandwidth for modern, fast, high precision digital control
systems. Very fast sampling rates abovefiftytimes the desired closedloop bandwidth offer no advantages [83].
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Figure 3.2 : Sampled 0.15 H z bandwidth signal
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Figure 3.2: Sampled 0.15 Hz bandwidth signal
Note that this conclusion may also be motivated by careful consideration
on the sampling theorem which states that if the Fourier transform of a
continuous-time signal f(t) is zero for all co outside the interval (-co0,co0),
that is
F(co) = 0

for Icol > co0

then f(t) can be uniquely determined from its sampled values {f(k h)} if
the sampling period is selected to satisfy
h

K
" co0 " 2 n f 0

1
2 f,

(3-8)

This theorem states that no loss of information is incurred through the
process of the sampling if a signal is sampled at a rate at least twice as fast
as the signal's highest frequency content (bandwidth). However, all
signals of practical interest will have Fourier transforms for which there
does not exist afinitevalue of co0 so that F(co) = 0 for Icol > co0 [81]
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(there are still frequency components outside the bandwidth). If the
sampling theorem is then directly applied, this leads to h = 0 (co0=oo)
which is clearly unrealistic. For this reason the theoretical lower limit on
the sampling rate of twice the bandwidth suggested by the sampling
theorem is not useful in control applications and should be extended to at
least ten times the bandwidth as in the preceding example [81].

3.2.3.1 Sampling time selection in power system

Despite the fact that the changes in load, or configuration is not very
to obtain the best controller performance a short sampling time, as shown
above, should be chosen. Moreover, the modern exciter has a very short
time constant and any additional digital controller should be able to
respond to the sudden changes (like a 3-phase fault) as fast as possible
with the other controllers and this can be only achieved by using a short
sampling time. This will be more important w h e n the use of a digital
exciter with a very fast response becomes popular in industry [94].

3.3 TRANSFER FUNCTION
O n e convenient feature of using operator calculus in discrete-time
systems was that the linear difference equations could be converted into
algebraic equations. This insight allows one to link the system input to
the system output with a quantity which is commonly known as the system
transfer function.
T o provide motivation for the concept of the transfer function consider,
for example, the state-space model of (3-4). In order to obtain the inputoutput relationship, the state vector must be eliminated. It follows from
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(3-4) that
(q I - 0 ) x(tk) = T u(tk)
This gives
y(tk) = C x(tk) = C (q I - 0 )"1 T u(tk)
The system transfer function for the system (3-4) is then given by

H(q) = |^ =C(qI-0)"V (3-9)
For the delta operator, the system transfer function can be written
H(5) =

§i)= c(Sl-0')~ ^' (3-10)

The polynomials A-D shown in Equations (3-9) and (3-10) [83] are
degree of m for B and C and degree of n for A and D so that m < n.

As will be shown further in Section 3.5.2 since there is no advantag
using w-operator in digital control systems compared with the other
operators, the system transfer function using w-transform is not given
here. Accordingly, the analysis given further will focus on only the shift
and delta operators.
3.3.1 Poles and zeros of continuous-time system
Consider the continuous-time system of (3-1). The transfer function of
(3-1) is given by
H(s) = fjg =C(sI-A)_1B (3-11)
where E is a polynomial of degree m and F a polynomial of degree n.
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The poles of the transfer function are the n roots of the equation F(s)=0,
and the m zeros of the transfer function are the m roots of the equation
E(s) = 0. The poles of the system can be also obtained by evaluating the
eigenvalues of matrix A, which is denoted by Ai(A), i=l,..., n.

3.3.2 Poles of sampled system

The zero-order-hold sampling of (3-1) gives the discrete-time system o
either (3-4) for the shift model or (3-7) for the delta model. Its poles are
the eigenvalues of 0 (k{ (0), i=l,...,n) for the shift model and the
eigenvalues of 0\X{ (0'), i=l, ..., n) for the delta model. Because 0=e
Ah
-I
e
and 0 = — r
, it follows from the properties of matrix functions [95]
that
Xi(0) = QXiWh

shift model

Ai(A)h
e
Ai (0') =

(3-12)

T

-1
r

delta model

Equation (3-12) gives the mapping from the continuous-time poles to the
discrete-time poles. In other words, a continuous-time system with poles,
at s = pi, i = 1, ..., n, when sampled with period h gives a discrete-time
( e P j h . x)
h
system with poles at q = e*^ for the shift model and 8 =
r
for
the delta model.

3.3.3 Zeros of sampled system

It is not possible to give a simple formula for the mapping of the zero
Suppose the continuous-time system transfer function (3-11) has m zeros
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and r zeros at infinity, where r is the difference between the number of
the poles and the number of the zeros (i.e., r = n-m). The discrete-time
system, for short enough sampling time, then has zeros at
q4«e

2

shift model (3-13)

( si^ 1^
5i« — r

delta model

where Sj's are the zeros of the continuous-time system [96]. The r-1
sampled zeros that correspond to the zeros of infinity of the continuoustime system will go to the zeros of the polynomial B r as the sampling time
goes to zero [96]. The polynomial B r is listed below for a few values of
r.
shift model

delta model

(3-14)

Bi(q) = l Bi(5)=l
B2(q) = q+1 B2(8) = 8 h + 2
2
B3(q) = q + 4 q + 1

2 2
B3(5) = 8 h + 6 5 h + 6

For the shift model, the polynomial Br has unstable zeros outside or on
the unit circle for r > 2. The unstable zeros are listed below
r unstable zeros
2
3

-1
-3.732

(3-15)

For the delta model, the zeros of the polynomial Br go to infinity as h
tends towards zero.
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3.4 THE EFFECT OF SMALL SAMPLING PERIODS
When using small sampling periods, it was shown that unstable zeros
would appear as the sampling period decreased, even though all zeros of
the continuous-time system were stable. The sampling period also has a
considerable influence on the numerical sensitivity such that a short
sampling period requires a high precision in the coefficients [81]. This
aspect is related to the increased clustering of the poles and zeros around
the point (1, 0) in the z-plane with decreasing sample period as shown in
references [83,84]. These problems can be overcome by replacing the
shift model by one based on the delta operator.

One convenient feature of the delta operator is that the poles and zero
approach those of the continuous system at short sample periods. This
has the advantage that there is an increasingly close consistency between
the coefficients of the continuous-time and discrete-time systems as the
sampling time reduces. It will be shown in Chapters 5 and 6 that this
advantage allows to simplify the design of the adaptive controller.

3.4.1 Clustering effect

The effect of small sampling times can be seen by taking the limit of h
approaching zero in Equation (3-12). The poles of the shift model
converge to the fixed point (1, 0) while those of the delta model converge
to the poles of the continuous-time system.
Consider, for example, a continuous-time system with transfer function
2
s + 2s + 2
G(s) =
2
s(s+0.5)(s + 3s + 6.25)

(3-16)
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The poles and zeros of the corresponding discrete-time models for
different sampling times h = 1.0, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.01 second are shown in
Figures 3.3 (a), (b) for shift and delta models respectively.
In the case of the shift operator model, the sampling zeros slowly vary
with sampling time and move to the unstable region of the unit circle
(-1, 0), while the plant poles and zeros vary considerably and converge to
the point (1, 0) independently of the corresponding continuous-time
system as h tends towards zero.
Imaginary
1 -i

0.5
X

x
-0.5

•1.0

x pole
o zero

o ^
£ *ox.

x

Real

,oST 1.0
**i

0.5
-r-*
x

-0.5
-1

J

(a) Shift model
Imaginary
3

4*
8*
X

O)

-a

-6

-4

-2

8/

x pole
o zero

-i R e a l
-1
-1-2
-3

(b) Delta model
Figure 3.3: Variation of sampled poles and zeros as sampling period
decreases
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Comparing Figures 3.3 (a) and 3.3 (b) shows the consistency of the delta
model poles and zeros which correspond one-for-one with the continuous
poles and zeros and converge to them as the sampling time decreases to
zero. There are additional zeros which arise from the sampling process
and these go to -©o as h tends towards zero.

3.4.2 Numerical difficulties

Numerical round-off in the coefficients of the transfer function gives a
error in the poles and zeros [81]. Consider a transfer function with
distinct poles pj and characteristic polynomial:
A(q) = (q-px) ... (q-pn) = qn + a1 q~ + . . . + aQ
The sensitivity of the kth root of a polynomial with respect to changes
the ith coefficient can be shown to be [81]:
n-i
Pk
Apk«-T=f;
k

;Aai

< 3 - 17 )

ll<Pk-Pj>

j*k
where A a A and A p are the change of the coefficient and the root
respectively. A s shown earlier, when a short sampling time is used for
discretizing a transfer function, the poles and zeros of the shift model
closely approach the point (1, 0). In this situation the denominator of
Equation (3-17) is very small and even a very small change in a
coefficient gives a large error in the poles and zeros. This numerical
difficulty causes the frequency response and time response of the
corresponding digital algorithm to vary significantly from that which
would be given by an infinite precision implementation. A s will be
illustrated further in Section 3.5, the delta model does not give this
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problem. The following analysis gives the value of the sampling period
at which this problem becomes significant.
Let v q (co) and v5(co) denote the measure of the numerical sensitivity
associated with frequency response evaluation for the shift and delta
models respectively as defined in Appendix IV [83]. The condition for
v 5 ( c o ) « vq(co)

(3-18)

is shown in Appendix IV to be satisfied when
lq-ll<2'ql (3-19)
where q is the pole of the shift model having the smallest magnitude.
This derivation assumes the system to be at least fourth-order as would be
normal with a power system transfer function.
It is possible to determine directly from the continuous-time poles if a
discretized system gives significant numerical difficulties. Let a stable
continuous-time system have its ith pole Sj = -aj + jbj where aj is a
positive number. It follows that the corresponding shift model has a pole
at q = e^l

= e ^ •* * = e ^

(cosbjh + jsinbjh) lying inside the unit

circle. B y considering the largest dominant pole of the continuous-time
system the assumption in Equation (3-19) implies that
le ^ (cosbjh + jsinbjh) - II
< \ le'ai h(cosbjh + jsinbjh)l (3-20)
A straightforward manipulation of Equation (3-20) gives
0.75 e" 2 a i h - 2 e _ a i h cosbjh < -1

(3-21)
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If the sampling time has been selected from bandwidth considerations and
is sufficiently small that it satisfies Equation (3-21) then significant
numerical difficulties will occur and it is most desirable to use the delta
model. This will be illustrated next with examples concerning power
system steady state stability.
It will n o w be shown by two different power system examples that the
method of discretization has a considerable impact on the accuracy of
identifying the transfer function.

3.5 POWER SYSTEM TRANSFER FUNCTION EXAMPLES
3.5.1 Example I
The use of the delta and shift operators in the discretization of a power
system is n o w illustrated using the illustrative power system given in [3,5]
and shown by Equation (2-4).
The system bandwidth is found from the 3 d B points to be co0=10.3
10 x 10.3 _
50_xJO3
f
rad/sec suggesting a sampling rate in the range 2 x 3 14 ^ s ^ 2 x 3 1 4
Hz, giving a suggested range for the sampling period of 0.013 < h s ^ 0.06
second. A s explained in Section 3.2.3, the shorter sampling period of
0.013 second is more suitable because of better intersample behaviour and
will be used here. It is useful to recall that a sampling period of 0.0125
second has been used for the design of a digital P S S [97].
The results of zero order hold discretization have been calculated for
both shift and delta models and are shown in Equations (3-22) and (3-23).
The shift model has been evaluated by a commercial package C O D A S II
[98] with the highest precision that the software allowed.
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0.010433 q 3 - 0.0077555 q -0.010243 q + 0.0077259
G d (q)=
4
3
2
(3-22)
q -3.6444 q + 5.0275 q - 3.116 q + 0.73303
0.8 83+ 139 82+ 2524 8 + 5627
G d (8) = -4
3
2
8 + 27 8 + 558 8 + 2679 8 + 6160

-2.8 ± j 2.7

-153.49
-2.8 ±j 2.6

discrete-time
system
(shift model)
-0.99,0.97,
0.77
0.86 ±j 0.23

-9.14 ±j 19.84

-10.85 ±j 17.44

0.96 ±j 0.02

continuous-time
system
zeros
poles

Table I
discrete-time
system
(delta
-2.59, model)
-17.66,

(3-23)

-2.64, -19.99

The poles and zeros of three different systems have been shown in Table
I. The third zero of the delta model has been introduced by the sampling
process and can be considered as a zero in continuous-time system which
goes to -00.

The other poles and zeros are very close to the

corresponding ones for the continuous-time case, illustrating the
consistency between the continuous-time system and the delta model.
Considering the largest dominant pole of G d (s) (i.e., -9.14 + j 19.84) and
Equation (3-21), it can be seen that -1.126 < -1. It follows that the
controller transfer function in the form of the delta operator is preferable
to the shift model. It can also be seen that G d (q) is on the verge of being
non-minimum phase because one zero (-0.99, 0) is located close to the
point (-1, 0).
Calculations have been performed on the excitation control system
described earlier to compare the continuous frequency response Gd(jco)
with that of the discretized systems using the delta and shift operators.
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The trapezoidal approximation method has been used to calculate the
frequency response of the discrete-time systems.

This involves

substituting (2+jcoh)/(3-jcoh) for q in the shift operator form and
substituting jco/(l-2") f° r 8 in the delta operator form. This method is
k n o w n to give good correspondence between the continuous-time and
discrete-time frequency responses at low frequencies [83]. Figures 3.4
(a) and (b) depict the gain characteristics of G d (s) when modelled by the
shift and delta operators respectively, with the continuous-time model
also shown for comparison.
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o
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discrete-time{shift model)
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(a) Shift operator
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•a
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continuous-time
discrete-time (delta model)
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i i II m n
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i
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1 1 III

100

Angular frequency (rad/sec)

(b) Delta operator
Figure 3.4: Calculated frequency responses
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Referring to Figures 3.4 (a) and (b) it is clear that, at low frequencies,
the gain characteristics of the excitation control system, when modelled
by the shift operator, deviates from that of the continuous-time model.
O n the other hand, almost identical characteristics are obtained for the
delta and continuous-time models over the whole frequency range of
interest, confirming the accuracy of the delta model when short sampling
periods are involved.
The sensitivity of G d ( q ) to numerical rounding off was investigated
further by evaluating the frequency response using lower decimal point
accuracy. Figures 3.5 (a) and (b) show the gain characteristics of G d (q)
for four and three decimal point accuracy respectively. The shift model
is seen to be extremely sensitive to round off errors for short sampling
periods with very large changes in the frequency response calculation for
changes in coefficients as small as 0.001 representing changes of less than
1%. However, the delta model gives consistent results irrespective of the
accuracy of the coefficients.

o-2ts

•a

-4-

o
-6-

continuous-time
"•""" discrete-time (shift model)

-8

•

.1

|

1

T
10

100

Angular frequency (rad/sec)

(a) Four decimal point accuracy
Figure 3.5: Effect of round-off on shift model frequency response
(sampling time = 0.013 sec)
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(b) Three decimal point accuracy
Figure 3.5: Effect of round-off on shift model frequency response
(sampling time = 0.013 sec)
Further calculations have been conducted to compare the step response of
the excitation control system when modelled using the shift and delta
operator based on Equations (3-22) and (3-23) respectively. T h e
transient response of both models to a unit step input with zero initial
condition is shown in Figure 3.6. The shift model loses its accuracy after
the initial part of the transient response and in the steady state because of
the limited accuracy of representing its coefficients.
1.5
shift model response

delta model response

1.0-

0.5-

0.0

steady state value = 6601/7226

i

i

•

i—•—r

2

-I

a

4

1

1

5

r

6

time (sec)

Figure 3.6: The unit step responses for the two discrete models using
Equations (3-22) and (3-23)
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The above calculations show that implementing a discrete-time system by
the delta model has distinct advantages over the commonly adopted
approach of the shift model for short sampling periods as would often be
required to give adequate bandwidth.

3.5.2 Example II
An Australian power system example is used to show the advantages of
the delta operator in power system analysis. The w-model of continuoustime system is calculated through both the shift and the delta operators
and the results are compared.
V0

€>

Wallerawang plant
( N S W , Australia)

*

.nnn

1

£
g

Figure 3.7: A single-machine infinite-bus model
Consider a synchronous generator supplying power to an infinite bus
through a series transmission impedance with a shunt load admittance Y ,
as shown by Figure 3.7. V 0 and V t represent the terminal and infinite
bus voltages respectively. The parameters of the power system model
shown in Figure 3.7 for the (i) 1993 medium load and (ii) 1993 high load
cases have been given in Appendix V.
The same transfer function given in Section 3.5.1 (Gd(s)) and the block
diagram of Figure 2.1 are used here. B y considering the 1993 high load
case and the parameters of the excitation control system as K e = 50,
K s =4.8 and T a = 0.05, G d (s) is calculated as follows;
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9.52s + 216 s + 518
G
d(s> = ~ 4 ~ ~
3
2
s + 23.8 s + 493 s + 2344 s + 6 1 1 0
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(3-24)

Using the procedure given in Section 3.5.1 and the system bandwidth of
co0 = 12 rad/sec give a suggested range for the sampling period of
0.01<hs^0.05 second. As mentioned earlier the shorter one is used
discretization.

The results of zero order hold discretization are shown in Equatio
(3-25) and (3-26).
0.00047392q3- 0.00037564q2- 0.00047112 q + 0.00037746
Gd(q)=
4
3
2
(3"25)
q -3.7511 q + 5.3005 q - 3.3455 q + 0.79612

0.047 8 + 10.5 52+ 199 5 + 461
G d (8) = -4
3
2
8 + 25 8 + 471 8 + 2197 8 + 5441

(3-26)

The w-models which have been calculated using the shift operator a

delta operator are shown in Equations (3-27) and (3-28) respective
-6.125e-16 w4-4.25e-10 w3+7.5401e-84 w2+1.9012e-6 w + 4.62e-6
Gd(w)=
-A
3
2
8.8707625e-9 w + 3.0334e-7 w + 4.393e-6 w +0.0000216 w+0.00002

(3-27)
3.3e-6w - 0.05 w + 8.56 w + 2 1 4 w + 5 2 0
G d (w) =
4
5
2
(3-28)
w + 23.1 w + 4 9 5 w + 2356 w + 6139
Calculation of frequency responses have been performed using the

frequency domain approximation [83]. This involves substituting er

e^n-l
for q in the shift operator form, substituting — j j — for 8 in the delta
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operator form and substituting j jj- tg (-j") [81,93] for w in the w
operator form. Figure 3.8 (a) and (b) depict the gain characteristics
Gd(s) (case iv) when modelled by the shift and delta operators

respectively, with the continuous-time model also shown for comparison
Figures 3.9 (a) and (b) also show the gain characteristics of Gd(s) whe
modelled by the w operator using Equations (3-27) and (3-28)
respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Calculated frequency response
(sampling time =0.01 sec)
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(b) w-model has been calculated by using the delta operator
Figure 3.9: Calculated frequency response
(sampling time =0.01 sec)

Referring to Figures 3.8 (a) and (b), it can be seen that the same r
have been obtained as mentioned in Section 3.5.1. The shift model loses
its accuracy when short enough sampling time is used. However, the
results confirm the accuracy of the delta operator when used in power
system. Figures 3.9 (a) and (b) also show that the w-model gives accurate
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results only w h e n it is calculated through the delta operator. Using the
delta operator gives not only the accurate results but also a close
resemblance between continuous-time and discrete-time system
coefficients. Therefore, the w operator has no distinct advantages over
the delta operator and it is not necessary to be calculated.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS
High performance will be achieved from modern digital controllers if
shorter sampling periods can be used, but this leads to difficulties in the
discretization of transfer functions. A comparison has been given of the
use of the shift, delta, and w operator methods for the discretization of
two power system transfer functions at typical short sample periods. The
shift model representation has been shown to be very sensitive to
numerical round-off. This has several unfortunate consequences such as
incorrect steady state and frequency responses. It has been shown that the
delta operator model does not have these problems with the added
convenience that its transfer function bears a close correspondence to the
continuous-time system. The w operator had no distinct advantages
rather than the delta operator because it had to be calculated through the
delta operator to avoid the numerical difficulties.

CHAPTER 4

Chapter 4
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
———————————— —^————- i . .^—^———__—_-

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Adaptive control techniques such as self-tuning control involve the
identification of the parameters of the plant model through continual
sampling of the input and output signals. The process of constructing
models and estimating unknown plant parameters from the experimental
data is called system identification [81].
System identification comprises both model structure and parameter
identification. Since the model structure of a power system is usually
known as shown in Section 2.2, it is only necessary to perform parameter
identification. There are various algorithms which can be used for this
purpose. These can be implemented on-line or off-line. The off-line
algorithms require the accumulated data which are processed several
times. This makes the off-line algorithms more accurate than on-line
ones but more computationally burdensome. On-line algorithms are
necessary in adaptive schemes because the data must be processed in real
time.
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) estimation is the most commonly method
used in adaptive control. With this method, the computation is relatively
simple and parameter convergence is fast [91].
In adaptive control both the control algorithm and the identification
scheme are based on a linear discrete-time model. The usual approach
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for discretizing is using the shift operator. However, it will be shown
that because of numerical difficulties arising from clustering effect when
a short sampling time is used, the identified model loses consistency with
the continuous case forfrequencyresponse calculation. The delta model
is shown to give a model which is accurate over the frequency range [85].
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 describes the concept of
the predictive model. Recursive Least Squares estimation is described in
Section 4.3 followed by introducing a new technique for identification of
power system parameters in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 gives a comparison
between the shift and delta operators in which the parameters of a
generator excitation control system for both SMIB and multimachine
power systems are estimated. Conclusions will be given in Section 4.6.

4.2 PREDICTIVE MODEL

One of the important aspects of an adaptive scheme is to choose
predictive model which is properly structured in order to represent the
actual dynamic behaviour of the system [99]. Following the development
in [92], consider, for example, a dynamical system with the input signal
u(t) and the output signal y(t). The Laplace domain transfer function
which relates the input signal to the output signal may have the form of
B 0 s m + B^" 1 " 1 + ... + B_
Y(s)
G ( s ) =
s " + A l S - J + A 2 S ^ + ...:A„ = U ( i ) ;

m

^

«-D

The discrete-time transfer function of Equation (4-1) is of th

r...-.

Cnq

G(q)

""1

+ C q

' ""2 +";+ C-'

Y(q)

an

= q» + D , q n l + D 2 q - ' + ... + D n " U(q)

(4 2

">
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The forward shift operator q can be replaced by the backward shift
operator, q-1. The latter is defined such that
q-1 x(k) = x(k-l)

where k is the discrete-time index and x(.) stands for any discrete sign
Equation (4-2) may be rearranged to give
, C 0 + Cjq" 1 + C 2 q" 2 + ... + C_ t q" n + 1

In compact form

1

**>=i' D§S

u(k) (4 4)

-

where
C(q"1) = C 0 + Cjq"1 + C 2 q' 2 + ... + C^q" 1 ^ 1
D(q _1 ) = 1 + D x q"1 + D 2 q" 2 + ... +D n q" n

If there is any time delay associated with the system, which is represen
in Laplace domain as e"ts, then the above model modifies to the following
form

y(k) = q-Lg^u(k) (4-5)
where L=m+1 and m = the integer part of r- Note that the zero order
hold of e'TS can be obtained using the transformation q = e [81].
Equation (4-5) is the general discrete-time transfer function
representation of a continuous-time transfer function.
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The predictive model of (4-5) for the case, where Gaussian noise (u(k)) is
included, is given by
y(k)= -Dt y(k-l) - D 2 y(k-2) -... + C 0 u(k-L) + q u(k-L-l) + ...
+ Cn_! u(k-L-n) + o)(k)

(4-6)

Consider, for example, the parameter vector of
9 T = (D x ... D n C 0 ... C ^ )

(4-7)

and the observed vector of input-output data of
c|,T(k) = (-y(k-l) ... -y(k-n) u(k-L) ... u(k-L-n))

(4-8)

Then, in compact form, Equation (4-6) can be written as
y(k) = eT(|)(k) + \)(k) (4-9)
Equation (4-9) is the estimation model and describes the observed
variable y(k) as an unknown linear combination of the components of the
observed vector <|>(k) plus noise.

4.3 RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION
Recursive Least Squares is a basic technique for parameter estimation.
The method is particularly simple if the model has the property of being
linearly on the unknown parameters. Following the development in [92],
the main features of R L S method are summarised as follows.
Consider the Equation (4-9). The parameter vector 0 is to be estimated
from measurements of y(k), <j)(k), k= 1, ... , N. A c o m m o n way is to
choose this estimate by minimising what is left unexplained by Equation
(4-9) \)(k). That is, to minimise the function
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1

N

r

VN(0) = I1 T *X-i yOO-e*TT<Kk)
i

(4-10)

L

with respect to 9 [91]. This gives the R L S algorithm in which the
unknown parameter vector 0 can be updated during each sampling time
as follows;
9(k) = G(k-l) + L(k) e(k) (4-11)
*

A.

where 0(k) is the new estimate of the parameter vector, 0(k-l) is the old
estimate of the parameter vector,
T™
L(k) =

P(k-l) <Kk)
. .
.
j
is the gain vector
T
[ 1 + <> (k) P(k-l) <()(k) ]
*

P(k) = [ I - L(k) (j) (k) ] P(k-l) is the co variance matrix, and
e(k) = [ y(k) - 0T(k-l) <|>(k) ] is the prediction error.
The initial value for diagonal covariance matrix is usually chosen as a
very large number (a) (say, > 10 5 ) [100].
For time-invariant systems, 0(k) converges to its 'true' value with time.
The gain vector L(k), the prediction error e(k) and the covariance matrix
also tend to zero. However, for some systems it is of interest to consider
the situation in which the parameters change with time as is typical with a
power system. There are two situations which can be covered by simple
extensions of the least-squares method.

In one case parameters are

changing abruptly but seldom and in other case the parameters are
changing slowly [91]. The case of abrupt parameter changes can be
covered by resetting the covariance matrix to its initial value al, where a
is a large number. In doing so, the stored information in the L(k) matrix
is lost. However, the other case where the parameters change slowly does
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not have this problem. This method can be covered by a relatively simple
mathematical model which is to replace the least-squares criterion of
Equation (4-10) with
VN(6) = -£- fyk[y(k)- 6T(l>ik)^ (4-12)

where A, is a parameter such that 0 < X < 1 and is called the forgetting
discounting factor [91,100]. The X is usually selected a value close to 1
(say, 0.95-0.999 [100]). B y using this method the gain vector and the
covariance matrix can be rearranged as [91]
L(k) =

P(k-l)<Kk)
[ M + (|> (k)P(k-l)(|>(k)]

P(k) = [ I - L(k) <|> (k) ] P(k-l) / X

(4-13)

4.4 R L S E S T I M A T I O N U S I N G T H E D E L T A

OPERATOR

Consider the linear system represented in the 8-domain as shown in
Figure 4.1.
Y(5)
Figure 4.1
The transfer function G d (8) is in the form
^n-1 _n-2
bio +b20 +—»-bn

°

d ( S )=

"^ ^TZ

=

y(5)

(4-14)

"(5)

Since the synchronous generator is a zero time delay plant [33], the time
delay T (or m ) considered in Equation (4-5) is assumed to be zero.
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n
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» straightforward algebraic modifications of Equation

(4-14) lead to the simplified model
y d (k) = 0 T <Kk)

(4-15)

where
yd(k)=q'n( q-l)ny(k)

•wV^hCq-l)11'1* h2(q-l)n-2y, ..., hn(q-Dy.
Kq-D^u, h2(q-l)n"2u, ..., hn(q-Du}
and
T

8 ={-ai, -a2, ..., -an bi, b2,..., b n }
Equations (4-15) have been written in the form of the models used for
R L S estimation method as shown in Equation (4-9). The same Equations
(4-13) are also used here to calculate the gain vector and covariance
matrix.

4.5 PARAMETER ESTIMATION E X A M P L E
4.5.1 Single-machine infinite-bus example
The block diagram of Figure 1.3 is used to identify the closed-loop
transfer function Gd(s) given in Section 2.4. The sampled data of the
output (A5) are obtained by using a Fortran program in which the
machine is modelled by a set of non-linear differential equations based on
Park's equations (see Appendix I) [4,101],
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The computer will be able to identify the system parameters based on the
sampled values of the input and output if the system is excited enough
[100]. In order to satisfy the condition a signal with thefrequenciesin
the range of 0.2-2.5 H z is used as an input (AP d ). Note that the low
frequency oscillations occurring in power system are in the frequency
range of approximately 0.2 to 2.5 H z [1].
It is now shown that the identification method based on the sampled data
using shift model gives inaccurate results when short enough sampling
time is used to obtain a high performance for digital controllers used in
power system. This problem arises from numerical difficulties related to
the clustering effect in shift model and the necessary use of a finite
precision in number representation as discussed in Section 3.4.2. T o
illustrate the problem the same order of the closed-loop transfer function
of Equation (2-4) with two different sampling times 0.03 and 0.013
seconds is used for identification. However, it should be mentioned that
computer simulations are carried out using the high order power system
given by Equation (2-3) and shown in Figure 2.6 to obtain the sampled
output of the power system.
The discrete-time transfer function will be taken to be:
3
2
bjT + b2x + b3T + b 4
G d (x) = - ,
3
2
x + ajT. + a 2 x + a 3 x + a 4

(4-16)

where x can be q or 5 for the shift and delta models respectively.
The parameters of G d (x) for two kinds of discrete-time representations
have been obtained by R L S estimation with five decimal point accuracy
and shown in Table 1. These parameters will be used to obtain the
frequency response of G d for different cases as explained below.
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The linear discrete-time model should represent the essential dynamics of
the actual plant when identified. Therefore, the frequency response of
G d (s) is compared with that of the identified systems using the delta and
shift operators using the trapezoidal approximation.
Table 1
sampling time
sampling time
= 0.03 sec
= 0.013 sec
shift
delta
shift
delta
model model
model model
a,
ai -3.08663 30.29 -3.64409 27.35

1

a 2 3.71956 511
a 3 -2.11544 2335

5.02724

561

-3.11578

2691

a 4 0.48621

5010

0.73340

6190

bi 0.10181

1.8

0.02075

1.6

b 2 -0.14822

150

-0.03611

141

b 3 0.04937

2143

0.01559

2553

0.00075

4450

-0.00006 5653

°4

Figures 4.2, 4.3 (a) and (b) depict the gain characteristics of G d (T) using
two different operators and two different sampling times, with the
continuous model also shown for comparison.

T h e convergence

characteristics of the parameters for two different models are shown in
Figures 4.4 (a) and (b).
Referring to Figures 4.2 and 4.3 it is clear that the gain characteristics of
the excitation control system, when identified using shift operator,
deviates from that of the continuous-time model. O n the other hand,
almost identical characteristics are obtained for the delta and continuous-
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time models over the whole frequency range of interest, confirming the
accuracy of the delta model when short sampling periods are involved.

20-
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10-
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(a) shift operator
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continuous-time
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(b) delta operator
Figure 4.2: Calculated frequency responses
(sampling time = 0.03 sec)
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(a) shift operator
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(b) delta operator
Figure 4.3: Calculated frequency responses
(sampling time = 0.013 sec)
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(b) delta operator
Figure 4.4: The convergence characteristics of the parameters
(sampling time = 0.013 sec)
4.5.2 Multimachine example
Consider, for example, a two-machine system as shown in Figure 4.5.
The parameters of this system are given in Appendix VI.
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v3

<a>

V2

JTRTL

JTFCTL

•©

n

c i

Load

Figure 4.5: Two-machine system
The linearized equation of this system can be shown in the form
x =A x+B u
where x is the state vector comprising

(4-17)
ACCH,

A8i, AE' qi , AEf d i for each

machine, and u is the input vector comprising of AV r e f of each machine.
The 8x8 matrix A and the 2x8 matrix B are given in Appendix VI.
Eigenvalue analysis shows that the system is lightly damped and should be
equipped by some means to improve the damping.

T h e additional

damping can be provided by a fixed P S S which inserts an appropriate
signal at the voltage regulator summing junction. This situation is shown
in Figure 4.6. Both machines are equipped by PSS because both are
effective on the lightly damped modes.

Figure 4.6: Excitation control system of ith machine with PSS
The PSS for each machine is so designed that the phase lag produced by
excitation control system of each machine is compensated [4,102]. Since
the phase lag of the voltage regulator is small, a lead-lag compensation
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block is sufficient for the excitation control design. The P S S parameters
are given in Appendix VI.
The transfer function Gdi of the generator G i with the same order as
Equation (4-16) will be identified for two different cases (i) the dynamic
interaction between machines is considered, and (ii) machine G 2 is
considered as an infinite bus by enlarging its inertia (say, 9999) and
reducing its reactance (say, 0.00001).

T h e second case has been

considered to see the effect of the dynamic interaction between machines
on the identified transfer function. In principle, the coefficients of the
transfer function G d j of the individual ith machine in terms of "Kii" (not
"Kij") parameters (see Figure 2.2) should not be changed significantly for
two cases mentioned above.
Although the output signal A8i is affected by different input signals (see
Figure 2.2), as will be explained further in Chapter 6 it is sufficient to
consider only the input signal AP d i. The other input signals do not have
any effect on the identified transfer function G d j. A sampling time of 10
msec is used for the parameter estimation.
Figures 4.7 (a) and (b) show the gain characteristics of G d l using the
delta and the shift operators, with the continuous model also for
comparison.

T h e convergence characteristics of two parameters for

different cases are shown in Figures 4.8 (a) and (b).
Referring to Figure 4.7 (a) it is clear that the delta operator gives
identical characteristics with the continuous-time system for the whole
frequency range of concern. Figure 4.8 (a) also shows that there is a
negligible difference between the identified parameters for two cases (i)
and (ii) mentioned earlier. This confirms that the delta model is able to
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identify the parameters of the individual ith machine accurately when
there is dynamic interaction between machines.
On the other hand, the gain characteristics of the shift model deviates
from that of the continuous-time model w h e n a short enough sampling
time is used, especially for low frequency range in which inter-area
modes are the most dominant modes. Figures 4.7(b) and 4.8 (b) also
show that the dynamic interaction between machines affects on the
identified transfer function so that the gain characteristics change
significantly.
20

10-
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0- ^~~~~ continuous-time
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Figure 4.7: Calculated frequency response
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Figure 4.8: The convergence characteristics of parameters
It should be mentioned that in both discrete models the dynamic
interaction between machines may cause the parameter convergence to be
slower than the SMIB model.
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4.6 C O N C L U S I O N S
A perspective of the subject of identification in dynamical system has
been presented with particular reference to the Recursive Least Squares
method. A new technique of identification using the delta model has been
obtained.
A comparison has been given of the use of the shift and delta operator
methods for identifying the parameters of discrete-time model of the
system at typical short sample periods. The shift operator gives poor
results such as an incorrect frequency response and difficulties in
identifying the power system model. The delta operator does not have
these problems and gives accurate results. It was also shown that the
identified transfer function of an individual subsystem in a multimachine
case could be changed significantly using the shift operator when there is
dynamic interaction between machines. However, the delta operator was
shown to be accurate in all cases.

Chapter 5

POLE ASSIGNMENT ADAPTIVE CONTROLLE
=asiBB== i ==========^=======s====a==============================—-——_____

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Different methods [1-6] of designing supplementary excitation control
k n o w n as power system stabilisers with fixed parameter settings have
been reported for improving the power system stability. This works
reasonably well over a m e d i u m range of operating points, but the
damping m a y diminish as the generator load changes or the network
configuration is altered through planned, or contingency outages [103104].
One technique to solve this problem is a digital adaptive controller which
tracks the changing operating point by identification and calculates the
control action at each sampling time using the identified model. Previous
studies [8,105] have shown a great improvement by the use of adaptive
techniques.
The Pole Assignment (PA) controllerfirstproposed by Edmonds [106]
and was developed further by Wellstead, et al [44] in thefieldof control
engineering by using the shift operator. In this algorithm, the controller
parameters are adjusted so that the poles of the closed-loop transfer
function are placed at preselected locations. This chapter applies this
technique to a S M I B power system for thefirsttime by adding a further
contribution in which the delta operator is used to simplify the analysis
and to avoid the numerical difficulties associated with the shift operator.
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This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 describes a derivation of
a simplified block diagram to characterise the dynamic behaviour of the
power system while Section 5.3 demonstrates the effect of the fixed gain
PSS on single-machine infinite-bus power system performance. Section
5.4 gives the design of the Pole Assignment controller and simulation
results which are compared with those for a fixed parameter power
system stabiliser.

5.2 S Y S T E M

MODELLING

5.2.1 System block diagram
The same block diagram of Figure 2.1 is used here.
5.2.2 A simplified block diagram

For the analysis purposes of this work the block diagram of the linearized
model shown in Figure 2.1 m a y be reconfigured to a simplified diagram
as shown in Figure 5.1. This figure shows the effect of the disturbances
such as a change in either load or voltage reference on the power angle
changes (A8). The coefficients of the polynomials A(s), B(s) and C(s) are
given in Appendix VII. The denominator of G c ( s ) = T y — is the same as
ref

the denominator of G d (s).

Figure 5.1: A modified block diagram of Figure 2.1
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It should be noted that for the design of the adaptive controller, as
explained in Section 2.3, the excitation system has been considered as a dc
gain Ke. However, as will be shown further in Section 5.4.6 computer
simulations are carried out for the case where the excitation system is
[Ke/(1+Tes)]. T o compare the adaptive stabiliser given further in Section
5.4 with a conventional stabiliser the latter is first given.

5.3 FIXED GAIN PSS
5.3.1 Design operating point
Consider in particular a single-machine infinite-bus model as shown in
Figure 5.2. The parameters of the system including the "K" parameters
are given in Appendix n.
V0

< • >

X

i

V

Figure 5.2: A single-machine infinite-bus model
By considering the operating point P+jQ=l+j0.5 p.u, X=0.4 p.u,
V t =1.0 p.u, G d (s) m a y be calculated using the block diagram of Figure
2.1.
r^,s
125 s 2 + 12636 s + 33277
G
d( s > = s 4 + 102 s 3 + 518 s 2 + 13358 s + 36546

P

"

n
l)

The poles of Equation (5-1) are s 1>2 = -0.53 ± j 11.37, s3 = -2.88 and
s4=-97.86 showing that the system is lightly damped and should be
equipped by some means to improve its damping. Figure 5.3 shows the
situation where a P S S has been added to the block diagram given of
Figure 2.1.
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Conventional PSS

Figure 5.3: Excitation control system with PSS
As shown in Section 2.4 this leads to the closed-loop transfer function
dW

125s4 + 18932s3 + 666993s2 +1730372s + 166386
s 6 + 152s5 + 5624s4 + 120927s3 + 774506s2 +1896218s + 182730

(5

_
"}

where the poles are s 1 2 = -16.64 ± j 21.37 and s 3 4 = -4.1 ± j 2.39,
S5=-l 10.4 and S6=-0.1. B y using partial-fraction expansion it can be seen
that the residue corresponding to the pole -0.1 is -0.00038 which means
that its effect in damping of the system is negligible. The location of
other poles show that the damping of the system has been improved.
Transient performance of the system to a 1 % step change in load was
tested and shown in Figure 5.4 for the cases before and after using the
PSS. It is clear from Figure 5.4 that the damping of the system has been
enhanced when the P S S is used.
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, 0=0.5 p.u
X=0.4p.u
1.200

time (sec)

Figure 5.4: Time response of the system to 1 % step change in load
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5.3.2 Change in operating point

The PSS becomes less effective as the operating point changes [8]. F
example, consider the case where the reactance line changes from X=0.4
p.u. to X=1.0 p.u [3] while the parameters of the PSS are fixed at the
design values for X=0.4 p.u. Accordingly, this will affect the "K"
parameters (Ki to Kg) shown in Figure 2.1 giving a shift in the poles.
Figure 5.5 shows the transient performance of the power system to a 1 %
step change in load at the new operating point. Comparing Figures 5.4
and 5.5 shows that the PSS is less effective as the system moves from its
design operating point.
One possible way to improve the damping of the system is to change the
excitation control system parameters as shown in Figures 5.6 (a-d) and
5.7 (a-d) for both operating points. In Figures 5.6 (a-c) and 5.7 (a-c) it is
assumed that two parameters arefixedand then the system performance
is tested by changing the third excitation control system parameter (i.e.,
K e or K s or Ti). Figure 5.6 (d) and 5.7 (d) depict the case where all
three parameters are changed.
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u
X=1.0p.u
1.87

1.86

&

1.85

v

s
1.83

1.82

0

1

2

3

4

5

time (sec)

Figure 5.5: Time response of the system to 1 % step change in load
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A V R gain=25 p.u, Tl=l sec
1.200

1.195-

PSS gain=8.5
PSS gain=15

1.180

time (sec)
(a)

A V R gain=25, PSS gain=8.5
1.195

- Tl=l
Tl=2

g

1.190

42
DO

%
O

-ft
U Tl=0.5

1.185

1.180

1

i

•

time (sec)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Time response of power system to 1% step change in load
(P+jQ = 1+j 0.5 p.u, X=0.4 p.u, Vt=1.0 p.u)
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PSSgain=8.5,Tl=l
1.200

1.180

time (sec)
(c)

1.195

Ke=25, Ks=8.5, Tl=l
Ke=25, Ks=4, Tl=2
r—>

"3 1.190Ke=50, Ks=15, Tl=0.5

time (sec)
(d)
Figure 5.6: Time response of power system to 1% step change in load
(P+jQ = 1+j 0.5 p.u, X=0.4 p.u, V t =1.0 p.u)
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AVRgain=25,Tl=l
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(a)
A V R gain=25, PSS gain=8.5
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(b)
Figure 5.7: Time response of power system to 1% step change in load
(P+jQ = 1+j 0.5 p.u, X=1.0 p.u, V t =1.0 p.u)
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PSS gain =8.5, Tl=l
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(c)
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(d)
Figure 5.7: Time response of power system to 1 % step change in load
(P+jQ = 1+j 0.5 p.u, X=1.0 p.u, Vt=1.0 p.u)
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It is clear from Figures 5.6 (a-d) that the designed excitation control
system parameters (i.e., 1^=25, K s =8.5, Ti=l) gives the best transient
performance for the initial operating point P+jQ=l+j 0.5 p.u, X=0.4 p.u,
V t =1.0 p.u. However, Figures 5.7 (a-d) show that there would be some
improvements in damping of the system at new operating point (X=1.0
p.u) if the excitation control system parameters change. For instance, see
Figure 5.7 (d) in which the parameters Kg=50, K s = 1 5 and Ti=0.5 have
resulted in a better transient performance than the other cases.
Although the damping has been improved, it is still much inferior than
the other operating point in which P S S has been designed. Moreover,
there would be, in practice, very difficult to select the excitation control
system parameters without having any information about the changes in
parameters of the system unless they are identified by some means.
To cope with these changing conditions, an adaptive controller can be
used such that its gain settings are automatically adjusted on-line in order
to place the poles of the closed-loop system at well-damped locations.

5.4 POLE ASSIGNMENT CONTROLLER
5.4.1 Discrete model of open-loop system
Given a continuous-time system as shown in Figure 5.1, the problem is to
design a digital controller which will maintain the output constant against
changes in P m . It is assumed that the open-loop continuous-time system
given in Appendix VII is modelled in discrete form using the delta model
as follows:

A8(tk) = !|Up m (t k )+ g|AV ref (t k )

(5-3)
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where A8(tk), AP m (t k ) and AV ref (t k ) are the sampled output and inputs of
the system respectively. The polynomials A , B and C are given by
A(8) = 8 3 + ai 8 2 + a 2 5 + a 3
B(8) = b 0 8 2 + bj 8 + b 2
C(8) = c 0 S 2 + ct 8 + c 2

(5-4)

In Chapter 3, it was shown that using the delta operator for discretizat
of a power system transfer function had the advantage of similarities
between the coefficients of the polynomials of continuous-time and
discrete-time transfer functions. A s the coefficients b 0 and c 0 are zero
for the continuous time system they are very small compared with bi and
Ci respectively for the discretised system when a short sampling time is
used and can be ignored. Equations (5-4) as justified further in Section
5.4.5 (Table I) m a y be rewritten as:
A(8) = 8 3 + aj 8 2 + a 2 8 + a 3
B(8) = b, 8 + b 2
C(8) = ct 8 + c 2

(5-5)

5.4.2 Determination of controller parameters

A supplementary excitation controller should be activated only when lowfrequency oscillation begins to develop, and should be automatically
terminated when the system oscillation stops so it does not interfere with
steady-state operation [4]. This is achieved in a conventional stabiliser
design by a washout circuit [3,4]. This circuit also has to be applied for a
discrete model where the shift operator is used [32]. However, this can
be ignored for the delta operator because this operator represents a
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difference, it leads to models that are like models in d/dt [83]. This
means that when the system is in steady-state the controller output will be
zero if the numerator polynomial of the feedback controller is divisible
by the delta operator (8).
A standard feedback control law as shown in Figure 5.8 is assumed;
G(8)
u(tk) = F(8) A8(tk)

(5-6)

where polynomials G and F are given by
.nf-1

nf-2

F(8) = 8Mut + ft 8" rA + f2 8" 1 " + ... + f,
nf
G(8) = 8 ( g 1 8 n f - 1 + g 2 8 n f ' 2 + ... + g n f )

(5-7)

APm(t^
nr
(p.u)

Am
(rad)
AV^

Figure 5.8: The modified block diagram with feedback controller
Substituting Equation (5-6) in (5-3) and rearranging gives
BF
CF
AP
t
+
( k) = A l ^ ^ m ( k ) A F T G C A V r e f < t k )

A5 t

<5"8)

For clarity, the polynomial argument 8 has been dropped from Equation
(5-8). This will also be the case elsewhere provided there is no
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ambiguity. The next step is to choose the coefficient of G and F to satisfy
the Diophantine equation:
AF + GC = T (5.9)
where T is a polynomial whose roots are the desired poles of the system.
There are no general guidelines on the choice of T [32,44] and a special
study has to be made for each specific system as discussed further in
Section 5.4.5.

Using the identity given by Equation (5-9), the closed-loop characteristic
are then described by
BF
CF
A8(tk) = ~Y APm(tk) + T AV ref (t k )

(5-10)

Consider T in the general form:
T(8) = 8 t + t 1 8 t + t 2 8 l +... + tnt

(5-11)

and polynomials F and G given in Equation (5-7), where nt and nf are the
degrees of polynomials T and F respectively. There are known
coefficients of polynomial T and unknown coefficients of polynomials F
and G in therightand left hand sides of Equation (5-9) respectively. It
can be seen from Equations (5-7) and (5-11) that
The number of known coefficients = nt = deg T and,
The number of unknown coefficients = 2 nf = 2 deg F
In order to be able to solve the equations, the number of known
coefficients should be equal to the number of unknown ones, that is
2degF = degT

(5-12)
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Therefore, the degrees of polynomials G and F are obtained by solving
the following equations:
deg

A
2

+ deg F
deg F

= deg T
(5-13)

= deg T

Considering Equations (5-5) and (5-7), solution of Equation (5-9) takes
the form of
f
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0
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0
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fl3
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^

ai

te

(5-14)

Equation (5-14) can be written as

MX =P

(5-15)

The solution of Equation (5-15) is

X = M"1 P

(5-16)

where the elements of matrix X are the coefficients of polynomials F and
G. It is to be noted that since polynomials A and C have no c o m m o n
factors, the inverse of matrix M always exists [32,81].
5.4.3 Estimation of plant transfer functions
There are two methods for estimating the parameters of the open-loop
system shown in Figure 5.1 and given by Equation (5-5), as illustrated
below. Since the voltage reference, in practice, does not change very
often [45], AV r e f is assumed to be zero in the following discussion of the
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This will also b e the case for the

multimachine system given further in Section 6.5.
5.4.3.1 Estimation of Gd(s)= ^
System identification can be performed by measuring the changes in
power angle (A8), accelerating power ( A P m = P a = P m - P e ) and power
swings (AP d ) as shown in Figure 5.9 and explained in Section 2.3.
A Pd(p.u)
Ap

m(p.u)

Identification
BF

AS
cob
(rad)

Aco
(p.u)

Figure 5.9: T h e identification block diagram
As explained in Section 1.4.2 the closed-loop system will be first
estimated because the open-loop signals cannot be measured freely in this
control design. T h e next step is to derive the coefficients of polynomials
A and C. Let the identified denominator polynomial of the closed-loop
system be as
T' = S 6 + t\ 8 5 + t'2 8 4 + ... + f6

(5-17)

By considering Equation (5-14) it will be seen that

V

(\

ai

0

0 0 OTVri - fA

1

0

&

0

ii - f2

0

f3 0

as

0

0

te

a

o f3 f2 0 g3

is

^c\j

\^fs fi

f\ 83 82.

n

(5-18)

where a'j, a*2, a'3, c\ and c'2 are the coefficients of polynomials A and C
at the n e w operating point. It should be mentioned that the controller
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parameters will be fixed during the identification process, leaving the
closed-loop system to perform its normal excitation control function.
W h e n the open-loop system parameters converge to their new values, the
controller parameters are changed using Equation (5-16).

5.4.3.2 Estimation of G c (s)= S p
System identification m a y be done by adding a sequence of pseudorandom
noise (C(tk)) as shown in Figure 5.10. Equation (5-18) can also be used
for obtaining the coefficients of polynomials A and C at the n e w
operating point.

Identification

i2S0.

n

CF

A8
(rad)

co.

ACQ

(p.u)

T o the plant

Figure 5.10: The identification block diagram
Among two methods of estimation given above, the first one, in which the

BF
transfer function G d (s) = ~j~ is estimated, has been used here because
there is no need to insert an additional disturbance into system.
The steps involved in PA controller design are summarised as follows;
(i)

The linearized model of Figure 2.1 is rearranged in the modified
block diagram as shown in Figure 5.8.

(ii) At each sample interval, the coefficients of polynomials A and C
are estimated by recursive least-squares method using the delta
operator.
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Compute the control which will then place poles to preselected
locations.

5.4.4 Sampling time selection

The sampling time has to be chosen sufficiently fast to enable the poles
G d to be identified accurately. These will be the poles of the chosen
polynomial T w h e n the controller is working correctly. A s will be
illustrated further in simulation results the pole -20 will be the best choice
for desirable polynomial T in power system. This polynomial will be
tested on different power systems. The gain characteristics of 20 /T, in
which T=(s + 20) , is shown in Figure 5.11 suggesting that the sampling
2 K
time should be en v 7 = 0.018 sec- Referring to Equation (3-21) in
Section 3.4.2 and using sampling time of 0.02 sec it will be seen that
-2 x 20 x 0.02 0 -20 X 0.02
,
m
n no ,
lftn ,
0.75 e
-2e
cos(0 x 0.02) =-1.004 <-1
n n<

confirming the necessity of using the delta model.
It is also to be noted that the sampling time must be sufficient to
determine the poles of G d when the system is uncontrolled to allow the
controller to begin its operation whenfirstcommissioned. These poles
belong to the polynomial A shown in Figure 5.8. These poles have been
examined for a wide range of operating points and confirm that sampling
time of 20 m s will be satisfactory.
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IU

0-

A

-I
•10-

-20

•1

1

10

100

Angular frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 5.11: The gain characteristics of 206/T
5.4.5 Choice of T

Simulation studies were performed on the excitation control system gi
in Section 5.3.1 with the generator modelled by a set of non-linear
differential equations based on Park's equations [4,101]. For analysis
purposes the system is represented by the transfer function given by
Equations (5-4).

The coefficients of transfer functions in both

continuous-time and discrete-time systems are given in Table I for the
initial operating point (X=0.4 p.u).
Table I shows that the discrete-time coefficients c 0 and b 0 are much
smaller than Ci and bi respectively and can be ignored as described in
Section 5.4.1.
Parameters

a

i

S

2

Table I
b
a
3

Continuous-time
system

0

0

b

l

125

b

2

333

c
0

0

C

l

0

C

2

-722

3.9

130 365

5.31

135 348. 0.5 125.8 319 -.05 -13.9 -691

Discrete-time
system
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Five different polynomials with their equivalent delta models were
considered for T as follows:
(i) (s + 10)6, (8 + 9.06)6
(ii) (s + 20)6, (8 + 15.48)6
(iii) (s + 30)6, (8 + 22.56)6
(iv) (s2 + 12.56 s + 79.21)3, (8 2+12.52 8 + 69.86)3
(v) (s2 + 25.7 s + 317)3, (8 2 + 25 8 + 245.3)3
Choosing any polynomial having the roots with a real part less than 10
gives a slower settling time than thefixedgain stabiliser and has not been
investigated. It will be also shown that any polynomial with a real part
more than 20 (say, 30) does not provide a better damping characteristics.
The power angle variation of the system for a 1 % step change in load was
obtained for different polynomials T and graphed in Figure 5.12 showing
that the best choice of the polynomials is case (ii) as it gives a smaller
overshoot and a fast settling time.
In order to see whether or not the polynomial (s+20) can be used more
generally, the same polynomials were tested for a variety of power
systems which include a hydro system with a high inertia [3] and a
thermal unit with a medium inertia (see Appendix V ) . Figures 5.13 (a),
(b) and (c) show the changes in power angle following a 1 % step change
in load. Referring to the graphs shown in Figures 5.13 (s+20) 6 appears
as a suitable choice in general for the polynomial T.
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operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
1.21

(sA2+12.58s+79.21)A3
(s+lO)^
- (s+20)A6

(sA2+25.7s+317)A3
1.18

0.0

—r1.0

0.5

1.5

2.0

time (sec)
Figure 5.12: T i m e response of the system to a 1 % step change in load

1.502

(sA2+12.58s+79.21)A3
(s+10)A6
(s+20)A6

(s+30)6
(sA2+25.7s+317)A3
1.499

0.0

—r~
0.5

—f—

—r-

1.0

1.5

2.0

time (sec)

Figure 5.13 (a): T i m e response of the system to a 1 % step change in load
for Australian system
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(s+30)A6
(sA2+12.58s+79.21)A3

* 0.94'
.2

fc 0.93

I

(s+10)A6

(s+20)A6
(sA2+25.7s+317)A3

0.92
1

2
time (sec)

Figure 5.13 (b): T i m e response of the system to a 1 % step change in load
for H y d r o system (reactance line = 0.4 p.u)

1.64g

1.62-1

I—<

00

1.60-

(sA2+12.58s+79.21)A3
(s+10)A6

1-4

O

1.58-

(s+20)A6
(sA2+25.7s+317)A3

1.56time (sec)

Figure 5.13 (c): T i m e response of the system to a 1 % step change in load
for H y d r o system (reactance line = 1 . 0 p.u)
5.4.6 Comparison with fixed gain stabiliser
The power angle variation following a 1% step change in load is shown
in Figure 5.14 w h e r e the P A stabiliser is c o m p a r e d with fixed gain
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stabiliser deriving its input from rotor speed as designed in Section 5.3.1.
The effect of both stabilisers on voltage regulator action following a 1 %
step change in voltage reference is also obtained and shown in Figure
5.15. It can be seen from Figures 5.14 and 5.15 that although P A
controller is a little inferior in overshoot than a fixed gain stabiliser, it
has faster settling time. The behaviour of the identified parameters are
given in Figures 5.16 (a) and (b) showing a fast parameter convergence.
operating point P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
1.200

with P A controller

1.180
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

time (sec)

Figure 5.14 Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
1.010
with P A controller

LOW'S
3>

withfixedPSS
1.006-

4>

I
•Q

10041.002-

1.000

•i

1

1

1

«

2

r

3

time (sec)

Figure 5.15 T h e changes in terminal voltage following a 1 % step change
in voltage reference
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Figure 5.16: Parameter convergence
As shown earlier afixed"parameter" PSS does not provide an acceptable
response as the operating point changes. The behaviour of the power
angle for two other different operating points following a 1 % step change
in load is shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. The effect of the controllers
on voltage regulator action following a 1 % step change in voltage
reference is also shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 for both operating
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points. A s can be seen from Figures 5.17 to 5.20, the P A controller has
much faster settling time than the fixed gain stabiliser.
operating point P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=1.0p.u
1.87

1.86-

withfixedPSS

15
1.8503

u,

1.84-

o

a.

1.831.82

time (sec)

Figure 5.17: Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load

operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=-0.5 p.u,
X=0.7p.u
1.920
with P A controller

withfixedPSS

1.900

time (sec)

Figure 5.18: Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load
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operating point P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 D u
X=1.0p.u
'
1.020

1.000

time (sec)

Figure 5.19: The changes in terminal voltage following a 1 % step change
in voltage reference
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=-0.5 p.u,
X=0.7p.u
1.0125

1.0100withfixedPSS
— with PA controller

1.0000-f

-1
4

time (sec)

Figure 5.20: The changes in terminal voltage following a 1 % step change
in voltage reference
For large disturbance studies in order to restrict the level of generator
terminal voltage fluctuations during transient conditions, limits are
imposed on the controller output. It has been suggested by Kundur, et al
[3] that the controller output be limited by a limiter in the range of
[-0.1,0.2] p.u and this limiter will be also used here. Figure 5.21 shows
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the time response of the system to a three phase fault close to generator
bus with a successful reclosure. The controller output is also shown in
Figure 5.22.
1.10

operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
withfixedP S S

with P A controller

time (sec)

Figure 5.21: Time response of the system to a 3 (j) fault
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u

time (sec)

Figure 5.22: Controller output following a 3 (j> fault
It can be seen from Figure 5.21 that the PA controller gives a faster
settling time than the conventional stabiliser.
The performance of the system is now examined for the case where the
excitation system is shown by Ke. Figure 5.23 shows the time response
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of this model with the case where the excitation system is [Ke/(1+ T e s)]
to a 1 % step change in load.
Operating point P=1.0 p.u, 0=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
1200

AVR=25
"

A V R = 25/(1 +0.01s)

1.180

time (sec)

Figure 5.23 : Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load
As can be seen from Figure 5.23 both excitation system models provide a
very close damping characteristics.
5.4.7 Stability of feedback controller
It is important to check whether the feedback controller is stable or not.
The roots of the polynomial F for a wide range of operating points taken
from [3] are given in Table n. T h e polynomial F has roots in the left
hand side of the delta-plane confirming its stability for all cases.
Therefore, with suitable choice for the roots of the polynomial T closedloop stability can be guaranteed.
Table H
P+jQ

X=0.1 p.u

X=0.4 p.u

X=0.7 p.u

X=1.0p.u

-24.64±j35.62
0.5+jO.O -23.56±j45.58 -24.58±j35.71 -24.72±j35.38
-43.56
-43.3
-43.46
-45.52
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Table II (continued)
P + jQ

X=0.1 p.u

X=0.4 p.u

X=0.7 p.u

X=1.0p.u

(D.U)

l.O+jO.5 -24.36±j32.31

l.O-jO.5

-25.98±j27.2 -25.55±j32.07 -24.82±j40.82

-42.83

-40.61

-42.27

-44.42

-22.8±j49.24

-25.06±j29.2

-27.9±j24.26

-29.18±j22

-45.13

-41.63

-38.96

-37.07

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

The small disturbance stability characteristics of a single machine infini
bus system have been studied by means of a transfer function relating
power angle to mechanical power disturbance. It has been shown that
although fixed gain P S S improves the damping of the system for one
operating point, the damping diminishes as operating point changes. The
Pole Assignment adaptive stabiliser has been shown to enhance the
damping of the power system for all operating points. The design of the
controller has been simplified by the use of the delta operator form of
transfer function. It gives an order reduction in the numerator of the
open-loop system which helps to reduce the computation burden. The
delta operator also allows to ignore the use of the washout circuit. A
particular choice of poles has been shown to give a good response over a
wide range of operating points for different generator inertias.
Comparative results showed that the adaptive controller based on a low
order model of the open-loop system where the excitation system had
been considered b y a dc gain would provide a desirable damping
characteristics when applied to the actual open-loop system.

CHAPTER 6

Chapter 6
MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE
CONTROLLER

6.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 5 an adaptive Pole Assignment controller was demonstrated.
In this algorithm, the desired system closed-loop poles are specified and
the updating of the controller parameters is based on explicit system
identification. It was shown that by using this method the settling time of
the system was fixed over a wide range of operating points.
In all S T R techniques there is no effort tofixthe zeros of the closed-loop
system and, therefore, the system response is somewhat variable. This
problem can be resolved by modifying the P A controller such that the
location of both the zeros and the poles of a particular transfer function is
specified. This chapter describes the derivation of a n e w type of Model
Reference Adaptive Controller ( M R A C ) using the delta operator
achieving this. T h e usual approach in the M R A C is to adjust the
parameters of the regulator in such a w a y that the error between the
controlled plant output and that of the model converges to zero.
However, in the M R A C given in this work controller parameters are so
designed that the poles and zeros of the closed-loop system transfer
function (Gd(s)) are located at preselected locations using an explicit
system identification without the need to compare the actual plant and the
model outputs. Controller design is simplified based on a continuoustime control strategy by the use of the delta operator rather than the shift
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operator. It will be shown that this adaptive controller provides a better
damping characteristic than the Pole Shifting adaptive controller or a
fixed gain stabiliser.
In Chapter 3 it was shown that there was a close resemblance between the
coefficients of the continuous-time and discrete-time systems when the
delta operator was used instead of the shift operator. This allows one to
ignore sampling zeros arising in discretization and, therefore, the order
of polynomials in both denominators and numerators of continuous-time
and discrete-time system transfer functions will be the same. It will be
shown that this advantage allows the designer to use a more simplified
M R A C with an approximate discrete model. This in turn reduces the
number of controller parameters to be identified. Comparative results
for a multimachine power system (two-machine case) will be given for
the adaptive stabiliser and for a fixed parameter stabiliser. The results
clearly show the benefit of the proposed adaptive stabiliser to enhance the
damping of the system, especially where the operating point changes.

6.2 MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER
6.2.1 Adaptive controller scheme
The philosophy of the design in this approach is to select the poles and
zeros of the closed-loop system in such a manner that the specifications
for steady-state accuracy as well as a good transient response are
satisfied. A compensator is then designed to force the closed-loop system
to have this transfer function. T h e transfer function to be considered
here is G<j(s) = T p — . In Chapter 5 it was shown that the dynamic
*m
stability of the power system could be readily analysed by using this
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transfer function. The general scheme of the controller that will achieve
this is shown in Figure 6.1, in which A P m , AV r e f and A 8 are the changes
in load, voltage reference and power angle respectively. The choice of a
c o m m o n denominator F(s) in the two controller blocks gives full scope to
modify G<i(s) with the m i n i m u m number of adjustable controller
parameters. This needs a slight modification when a discrete-time
mathematical model is used instead of the continuous-time system as will
be discussed in Section 6.2.3.

APm (p.u)

B(s)

I

A(s)

(p.u)

<ft

C(s)
A(s)

^

J

\
i i.

G2(s)
F(s)

k8 (ra

4

-K^ -

Gi(s)
F(s)

Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the proposed closed-loop system
Using Superposition, one can obtain
BF + G 2 C

_
A Prm +
T

CF

A 8 = AF + G i C " m A F + GiC AYref

(6-1)

For clarity, the polynomial argument s has been dropped from Equation
(6-1). The polynomials F, Gi and G 2 will be given further.
A8
R
_
Considering the desired closed-loop transfer function as G(j(s)=^p - j
and Equation (6-1) imply that:
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[B F + G2 C = R
[A

F + Gi C = T

(6 2)

"

Since deg Gl < deg F, deg C < deg A and deg B = deg A - 2 (see
equations given in Appendix VII), it follows that
deg A F = deg (AF + G X C ) = deg T and,
deg BF = deg (BF + G2C) = deg R.
Note that deg C < deg B and deg G2 < deg F. Hence
deg T - deg R = deg A - deg B = 2.
Moreover, since B(s) = b t s + b 2 (see equations given in Appendix VII)
and the first coefficient of polynomial F as will be shown further is 1, the
first coefficient of polynomial R should also be a constant value of
^ 1 = M ^see E q u a u o n (6-2), in which the polynomial B is multiplied by
the polynomial F in the numerator of G^s)) where M is the inertia
constant of the machine. Therefore, the forms of polynomials R and T
will be;
iv3

R(s) = b1sIlt" +risnt" +... + rnt_2
T(s) = snt + tj snt_1 + 1 2 snt'2 + ... + t„t

(6-3)

6.2.2 Choice of a desirable closed-loop transfer function

The purpose of this design is to choose a closed-loop transfer func
which gives a desirable response. The design begins with the selection of
a conventional second-order transfer function having a desirable
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characteristic. This will be modified to a higher order to match
Equations (6-2) and (6-3).
Consider, for example, a conventional second-order system as

^ + 2 Ccon s+ ©„
Suppose that Equation (6-4) should have desirable characteristics as
follows;
tp = 0.25 sec, £ = 0.707
where tp and £ are the time required to reach thefirstpeak and damping
ratio respectively.
Considering the equation

t
*P

=

A
\

(6-5)
yl

©. V1 - c
leads to the following transfer function.
317
-5
—
(6-6)
2
v
s +25.7 s+317
The dc gain of the system changes when the operating point changes.
Therefore, Equation (6-6) needs to be premultiplied by the dc gain of the
system which is 0.91 for the power system example given in Section
5.3.1.
-91X317
s +25.7 s+317
2 °
2

(6-7)

As explained earlier a first degree polynomial B(s) = b 2 s + b 2 is
multiplied by the polynomial F in Equation (6-2). This implies that
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regardless of the degree of the polynomial F there would be one
additional zero and this should be added to Equation (6-7) in the form:

(b,s + P)
Combining Equations (6-7) and the above additional polynomial results
in:
R _ 0.91 X 317 (b! s + P)
T " (s2 + 2 5 . 7 s + 3 1 7 )

(6 8)

'

In order to keep the first coefficient of the polynomial R as bj (see
Equation (6-3)), Equation (6-8) should be modified:
R 0-91 X 317 (091bjC317s + P)
T =
9
T
(s z + 25.7 s + 3 1 7 ) ( s + p )

(6-9)

The polynomial (s + P) was added to the denominator in Equation (6-9)
because the degree difference between denominator and numerator
should be equal to 2. The step response of the transfer function given in
Equation (6-9) has been calculated for three different values of p = 5, 13
and 20 and the results are shown in Figure 6.2. It can be seen from
Figure 6.2 that the best choice for p is 13 because it has less overshoot
and faster settling time in comparison with the other cases. In fact p = 13
is very close to the real part of the conjugate poles (-12.85 ± j 12.33) of
the second-order transfer function given in Equation (6-6).

It will be shown further in Section 6.2.5 that the desirable closed-lo
transfer function has degree of more than 1 and 3 for the numerator and
denominator respectively. Therefore, some poles and zeros should be
added to Equation (6-9). In order to have the required characteristics,
the same poles and zeros are used so that they cancel each other:
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R
T

091X317

b

^nhri

S+

P> (s + n f

(s 2 + 25.7 s+ 317) (s + p )

(s + ^ ) n
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(6-10)

Choice of rj should result in a stable feedback controller and this will be
explored further using simulation results.

time (sec)

Figure 6.2 : Step response of Equation (6-9) for three different cases

6.2.3 Determination of controller parameters
Digital devices are normally used to implement adaptive control
algorithms. Thus, the computations are done in discrete-time. The same
discrete-time transfer functions of Equations (5-5) are also used here.
Because the delta model is used for discretization the degrees of
polynomials in both the continuous and discrete models of the transfer
function G d (s) are the same, i.e., n(A) = n(T) and n(R) = n(B) where
n(.) shows the degree of the polynomial (see Equations (5-5) and (6-9)).
This enables the form of desirable transfer function used for continuoustime system to be used in the discrete-time system as well. It should be
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mentioned that such an assumption will be impossible if the shift operator
is used.
The polynomials F, Gi and G 2 are chosen in the form of
F(8) = S D f + f1 8" r l + f2 8nf"2 + ... + fnf
G 1 (8) = 8 ( g 1 S ^ + g ^

2

+ ... + g n f )

G 2 (8) = 8 ( g'i 8 n ^ 2 + g 2 8n^3... + g'nM )

(6-11)

The degree of polynomial G2 is less than the degree of polynomial
Equation (6-11) because if the same form of polynomial Gj is used, that
is
G'2(S) = 8 ( g'i S 1 ^ 1 + g'2 8 n r 2 + ... + g'nf)

(6-12)

this implies that
bx + C i g ' ^ b j

(6-13)

where bi is the first coefficient of polynomial R in Equation (6-3).
Equation (6-13) will be satisfied if and only if g'i is always equal to zero
and this cannot be true.
The next step is to choose the coefficients of F, Gi and G 2 such that the
Diophantine equations (6-2) are satisfied. The degrees of polynomials F,
Gi and G 2 can be obtained by solving the following equations:
deg A + deg F = deg T
3 deg F - 1 = 2 deg T - 3
For clarity, the polynomial argument 8 has been dropped from Equation
(6-14). This will also be the case elsewhere provided there is no
ambiguity. The second relationship in Equation (6-14) shows the number
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of the unknown coefficients to be calculated and has been determined
using the same procedure as given in Section 5.4.2. B y keeping the dc
gain of the system constant (dc gain = -i=2_), the number of known
coefficients will be reduced from (2 deg T-2) to (2 deg T -3).

By considering Equations (5-5) and (6-11), the solution of Equation (6takes the form of
f
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(6-15)

Equation (6-15) can be written as

NX = Y

(6-16)

The solution of Equation (6-16) is
X = N_1Y

(6-17)

where X gives the controller parameters.
Equation (6-17) cannot be solved because matrix N is singular. The
singularity m a y be realised by considering Equation (6-18) which has
been obtained by combining the equations of Equation (6-2).

ACG 2 - BCG1 = AR - BT

(6-18)
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It can be seen from the Diophantine equation (6-18) that there is a
common factor (polynomial C ) in the left hand side only. This shows
that there would be no solution for the adaptive controller unless it is
modified [81]. Notice that there is no such problem with the continuoustime system shown in Figure 6.1 because polynomial C is a pure number
(see equations given in Appendix VII). The solution for the discrete-time
model is to replace polynomial C(8) = C18 + c 2 by the constant
coefficient c 2 in the second equation of Equation (6-2) ensuring that there
is no common factor in the left hand side of Equation (6-18). This can be
obtained by modifying the adaptive control scheme as shown in Figure
6.3.
A P m (p.u)
A8(rad)
J

G](8)
F(6)

C2
C(8)

Figure 6.3: Modified scheme for M R A C
For discrete model Equation (6-1) is modified as :
A5

BF + G 2 C
CF
+
^ k ) = A F + G l C 2 ^ m O k ) A F + G.c, A W ^ l * >

Equation (6-15) can be rewritten as:

(6 19)

"
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6.2.4 Estimation of plant transfer functions
The same procedure given in Section 5.4.3.1 is used here to estimate
closed-loop transfer function G d (s) = j. Consider the block diagram of
Figure 6.4 where A l t B 2 and Cj are the polynomials at the new operating
point:
Ai(8) = 8 3 + a'j 8 2 + a'2 8 + a'3
B 1 (8) = b' 1 8 + b , 2
C!(8) = c'j 8 + c'2
AP m (p.u)

(6-21)
Bi(S)
Al(5)

A8(rad)
f>

(p.u) V C /

Ai(5)

Gj(8)

c2

F(5)

C(8)

Figure 6.4: The block diagram of the system at new operating point
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Let the identified polynomials R' and T' be as
R'(8) = bi 86 + r'! 85 + ... + r'6
T'(8) = 88 + ft 87 + f2 86 + ... + f8

(6-22)

By considering Equation (6-20) the parameters of the open-loop system
can be calculated by the following equation:
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(6-23)
Since the delta model with a short sampling time is used, the coefficient

b'i which corresponds to the constant value of bi = TT (M is the ine

machine in seconds) is almost the same at all operating points. Note

as for the PA controller, the parameters of the controller are fixed
during the identification process.

The steps involved in the Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC)
are summarised as follows:

(i) The linearized model of Figure 2.1 is rearranged in the modified
block diagram as shown in Figure 6.3.

(ii) At each sample interval, the coefficients of polynomials A, B a
C are estimated by recursive least-squares method.
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(iii)

b2
Obtain dc gain of the system which is equal to —-. Then update
the coefficients of the numerator (R) of the desired closed-loop
transfer function.

(iv) Compute the control which will then place poles and zeros to
preselected locations.

6.2.5 Simulation results
The same excitation control system given in Section 5.3.1 is used here.
Regarding the closed-loop system bandwidth shown in Figure 6.5, the
sampling time is chosen as 10 msec. The equivalent discrete-time model
of Equation (6-10) is then considered as follows;
R 0.91 X 278.8 (p 91 ^^g
T"

g

8 + 9.52)

(5 + x }n

(8 2 + 25.45 8+ 278.8) (8+ 9.52)

(8 + X ) n

Since the degree of the polynomial T has been calculated as 7, the
of n in Equation (6-24) is 4. A s mentioned earlier the choice of X
depends on the stability of the feedback controller. The value of X = 26,
which corresponded to the root T\ = 30 in continuous-time system, gave a
stable polynomial F over a wide range of operating points. Choosing a
larger value than 26 for X is not necessary for the power system example
given in this work. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the time response of the
system to a 1 % step change in load and a 1 % step change in voltage
reference respectively.
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o

.1

1

10

100

Angular frequency (rad/sec)

Figure 6.5: The gain characteristics of the closed-loop system G d (s)
Referring to Figures 6.6 and 6.7 it is clear that MRAC significantly
improves system damping. The settling time is reduced to 0.3 seconds
which is faster than the P A and fixed gain stabilisers, and there is no
overshoot. It is also clear from Figure 6.5 that the transfer function
Af\

Gd(s) = AP

almost has a flat gain characteristics over the most frequency

ra

range of concern (1-16 rad/sec). A s explained in [34] this confirms that
the controller can provide the same damping characteristics for both local
and inter-area modes. The behaviour of the identified parameters are
also shown in Figures 6.8 (a) and (b) showing a fast convergence.
Transient performance of the system to a three phase fault with a
successful reclosure is also tested and the results are shown in Figure 6.9.
The response of the power system to a 1 % step change in load for two
other operating points are also shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11.
Transient performance of the system was also tested following a 1 % step
change in voltage reference and shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13.
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operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
1.200'
with P A controller
with fixed PSS

1180-1
0.0

1

1
0.5

1

i
1.0

i

|
1.5

2.0

time (sec)

Figure 6.6: Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load

operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4 p.u
1.010

1.008-

&

with M R A C
— - — • with P A controller
——* with fixed PSS

1.000

time (sec)

Figure 6.7 The changes in terminal voltage following a 1 % step change in
voltage reference
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Figure 6.8: Parameter convergence
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(b)
Figure 6.8: Parameter convergence
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1.10

132

operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4 p.u

withfixedP S S
ith PA controller

time (sec)

Figure 6.9: Time response of the system to a 3 <f> fault

operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
Q=1.0p.u
1.87

Figure 6.10: Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load
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operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=-0.5 p.u,
X=0.7p.u
1.920

with P A controller
with fixed PSS

1.905

time (sec)

Figure 6.11: Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load

operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=1.0p.u

with P A controller
1.015-

9
v4

1.010-

•g
>

1.005-

C»

i
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3

4

time (sec)

Figure 6.12 The changes in terminal voltage following a 1 % step change
in voltage reference
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operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=-0.5 p.u,
X=0.7 p.u
1.015

O
9

1010
~ * with P A controller
• withfixedPSS

"g

1.005

• with M R A C

1.000- •

time (sec)

Figure 6.13 The changes in terminal voltage following a 1% step change
in voltage reference
It can be seen from Figures 6.10 to 6.13 that the damping of the power
system has been significantly improved when compared with the other
cases. The additional zero introduced in Equation (6-9) will change when
the dc gain of the system changes. Therefore, as can be seen from
Figures 6.11 and 6.13 there might be a small overshoot for some cases.
However, since the dc gain does not change significantly, for instance for
this system dc gain is in the range of (0.3-2), the overall performance of
the system would not be appreciably affected.
The performance of the system is n o w examined when the excitation
system is represented by a dc gain Ke. Figure 6.14 shows the time
response of this model in comparison with the case where the excitation
system is given by [Ke/(1+ T e s)] to a 1 % step change in load.
As can be seen from Figure 6.14 both excitation system models provide a
very close damping characteristics.
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1.192

135

operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u

1.190-

13 1.188
A V R = 25
A V R = 25/(1+0.01 s)

1.180

•

I

T

1

2

T
3

4
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Figure 6.14 : Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load

6.2.6 Stability of feedback controller
The stability of the feedback controller has also been checked for a wide
range of operating points and shown in Table I. A s can be seen from
Table I polynomial F has roots in the left hand side of the delta-plane
confirming its stability for all cases.
Table I

P+jQ
(p.u)
0.5+jO.O

X=0.1 p.u

X=0.4 p.u

X=0.7 p.u

-61.42±j25.52 -55.75±j21.68 -54.21±jl7.01 -12.72±j38.76
-5.58±j39.48 -11.01±j34.84 -12.47±j37.3

l.O+jO.5

l.O-jO.5

X=1.0p.u

-53.94±j8.11

-59.1±j32.5

-55.22±j30.31 -53.37±j21.6 -11.52±j43.04

-7.64±j29.1

-11.55±j27.64 -13.5±j32.72 -45.83, -65.13

-64.96±j32.15 -60.33±j37.68 -59.34±j38.83

-58.9±j39.4

-8.41±j23.54

-9.02±j22.38

-2.Otj38.93

-7.16±j27.3
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6.3 MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER USING
APPROXIMATE MODEL
6.3.1 Discrete time transfer function

In Chapter 3, it was pointed out that the shift form of the discrete-t
model bore no resemblance to the continuous-time model. O n the other
hand, the coefficients in the delta form are very close to the
corresponding coefficients in the continuous model when a short sampling
time is used. It is relatively easy to check this similarity by considering
Table II for initial operating point of P+jQ=l+j 0.5 p.u and X=0.4 p.u.
Parameters

a

i

a

2

TalDleD
b
a
3

Continuous-time
system

3.9

130 365

0

0

b

l

b

2

c
0

0

C

c

l

0

2

125

333

-722

126

326 -.01 -7.1 -707

Discrete-time
system

5.12 133 358 0.5

Since the coefficient -cj (7.1) in polynomial C(8) is much smaller than -C2
(707), polynomial C(8) can be written as follows;
(6-25)

C(8)= c 2

Equation (6-25) corresponds to the corresponding polynomial in the
continuous-time model given in Appendix VII. The time response of the
open-loop transfer function G c (8) = ^ y — to a 1 % step change in
rex

voltage reference is shown in Figure 6.15 for two different forms of the
polynomial C(8). This figure shows the resemblance between the two
cases. This allows one to draw an approximate M R A C as given in the
following Section.
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0.01
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operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=05 p.u,
X=0.4p.u

Figure 6.15: Time response of the open-loop system to a 1 % step change
in voltage reference

6.3.2 Determination of controller parameters
By considering the adaptive controller scheme given in Figure 6.1,
polynomials F, G j and G 2 are selected as:
F(8) = 8 n f + fx 8 nf_1 + f2 8nf"2 + ... +n f,
f

G 1 (8) = 8 ( g 1 8 n ^ 1 + g 2 8 n f 2 + ... + g n f )
.rif-i

n>-2

G 2 (8) = 8 ( g ' 1 8 I 1 ^ + g' 2 8 I 1 ^ + ... + g'nf)

(6-26)

The degrees of polynomials F, Gi and G 2 can be calculated by solving the
following equations.
deg A + deg F = deg T
3 deg F = 2 deg T - 3

(6-27)

Since there is no polynomial as a c o m m o n factor in the left hand side of
Equation (6-18) by using this method there is no need to modify the
adaptive controller scheme given in Figure 6.1 and this reduces the
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number of controller parameters to be identified (see Equations (6-20)
and (6-28)).
By considering Equations (5-5), (6-26) and (6-27), the solution of
Equation (6-2) can be found as:

/l

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0^
ax
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ai ax 1 a 0 0 0 0 0
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h - a2
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tt
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0 as ai 0 0 a
0 0 as 0 0 0
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y0
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0 a 0
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J I< nr3 J

(6-28)

Equation (6-28) can be written as

ZX =L

(6-29)

The solution of Equation (6-29) is
X = Z_IL

(6-30)

6.3.3 Estimation of plant transfer functions

The same procedure given in Section 5.4.3.1 is used here to estima
closed-loop transfer function Gd(s) = j. Let the identified polynomials
R' and T' be as
R'(8) = bj 84 + r'j 83 + ... + r'4
T*(8) = S 6 + t'j 8 5 + f 2 8 4 + ... + f 6

(6-31)

By considering Equation (6-28) the parameters of the open-loop system
can be calculated by the following equation.
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A s can be seen from Equations (6-23) and (6-32) there is m u c h less
computational burden to be taken for calculating the open-loop system
parameters in the case of approximate M R A C .
6.3.4 Simulation results
The same excitation control system used in Section 5.3.1 is used. Figures
6.16 and 6.17 show the time response of the system to a 1 % step change
in load and a 1 % step change in voltage reference respectively for two
M R A C s . Transient performance of the system to a three phase fault with
a successful reclosure is also tested and the results are shown in Figure
6.18. It is clear from Figures 6.16 to 6.18 that although the system
performance is better in M R A C case, the approximate M R A C still works
satisfactorily with the advantage that there is no need to modify the
adaptive controller scheme given in Figure 6.1.
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
1.192
1.190-

MRAC
—-~

M R A C (approximate)

1.180

time (sec)

Figure 6.16: Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load
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operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4 p.u
1.010

1.008-

MRAC
M R A C (approximate)

1.000

T
2

time (sec)

Figure 6.17: The changes in terminal voltage following a 1% step chang
in voltage reference
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=0.4p.u
1.10

time (sec)

Figure 6.18: Time response of the system to a 3 0 fault

6.3.5 Stability of feedback controller
The roots of the polynomial F are shown in Table HI. The location of
roots show the stability of feedback controller for all cases.
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Table HI
P + jQ
X=0.1 p.u
X=0.4 p.u
X=0.7 p.u
(p.u)
0.5+jO.O -8.76±j54.03
-90.55

X=1.0p.u

-14.22±j47.1 -14.48±j45.88 -13.82±j47.95
-79.15

-78.47

-79.75

l.O+jO.5 -15.68±j42.84 -19.63±j38.77 -17.82±j43.33 -11.93±j50.72
-77.2
-68.34
-74.19
-84.2
l.O-jO.5

-7.56±j57.6
-94.87

-17.82±j43.33 -22.77±j37.08
-74.19

-64.05

-25±j35.46
-59.92

6.4 POLE SHIFTING ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER

A self tuning controller based on Pole Assignment had the advantag
overcoming the drawbacks of M i n i m u m Variance control and of
incorporating a comparatively simple calculation algorithm. In addition,
it always produces a much smoother control action which is more
acceptable [44]. Based on the P A control technique, a Pole Shifting
controller has been proposed by [32] to simplify the selection of the
closed-loop poles while retaining the basic advantages. In this technique
the closed-loop poles of the system are shifted radially towards the origin
of the unit circle in the z-domain by a preselected constant factor (a) less
than one [32]. This method will now be compared with the new method
presented earlier in this chapter.

6.4.1 Determination of controller parameters

Consider, for example, an open-loop system can be represented by t
transfer function
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y<k)=!Su(k)

(6 33)

-

where y(k) and u(k) are the sampled output of the system and the
computed control at sample instants respectively, and q_1 is the backward
shift operator. Polynomials A and B are given by
-

1

2

n

A(q-l) = 1 + ai q" + a 2 q" + ... + a,, q" a
cl

B(q-l) = bj q"1 + b 2 q"2 + ... + b n

(6-34)
a

It should be noted that in this section the aim is to compare the same Pole
Shifting controller appeared in the literature with the proposed adaptive
controllers in this work. Therefore, the shift operator is used instead of
the delta operator.
The control is computed from [44]

u(k) = f^ y(k) (6-35)
where polynomials F and G are given by
F ( q - l ) = l + f 1 q 1 + f 2 q " 2 + ... + fnfq"nf
G(q~1) = gi q"1 + g2 q"2 + ... + gDf (6-36)
The closed-loop system is shown in Figure 6.19. From Figure 6.19 the
closed-loop transfer function will be
vik>_
B(q-l) F(q-l)
e(k) " A(q-l) F(q-1)+G(q-1) B(q-l)

K

3?)
l)

° >

By choosing the closed-loop poles as the roots of the polynomial T
T(q-l) = 1 + tj q"1 + 1 2 q -2 + ... + ^ q " n *

(6-38)
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the control parameters fi a n d gi are c o m p u t e d f r o m
A(q-l) F(q-1) + G(q-1) B(q-1) = T(q-1)

(6-39)

Figure 6.19 The closed-loop system

Although the actual system is of a high order, it is identified as if na
[32]. B y using the same method given in Section 5.4.2 it can be seen that
n f = 3. Considering Equations (6-34), (6-36) and (6-38) the solution of
Equation (6-39) takes the form of

(\

0

0

ax

1

0

ai

ai

1

<23

ai

a\

0

03

02

0

0

a3

0

0

bi bx

0\ ff^ (tx
0

fi

ti

ax
a2

0

fs

ts

as

0 bi bi
0 0 b2
0 0 0

8:

U

8i

ts
te

(6-40)

The open-loop poles of the system are obtained by solving the
characteristics roots of the polynomial
A(q-l) = 0

(6-41)

If all roots of Equation (6-40) are within the unit circle in the z-doma
the system is stable. Obviously, the system is more stable the closer the
poles are to the origin of the unit circle. The function of the Pole
Shifting Self Tuning Regulator is to shift all roots of Equation (6-41)
towards the origin of the unit circle by a factor a such that T becomes
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1. 2

T(q-1)= A(aq-l)=l+ocai q " V a 2 q

-2

+...+ccna s^ qn*

-12
-2 3 -3
= 1+aai q + a a 2 q +<x a 3 q

(6-42)

Considering Equations (6-40) and (6-42) implies that
fl

0

ai

0

1

0
0

0
^

0

0

°

ai ai

1

bi bi

A3

02

0i

°

0
0

a3 02 °
0 a3 0

f

0\

(a - 1) ax

( a 2 - 1) ai
( a3 - D a3

/a
—

bi bi

&

0

0 fc2»
0 0y

&

0

^&>

0

V

(6-43)

Equation (6-43) can be written as
(6-44)

QX = I
The solution of Equation (6-44) is

X = Q"11

(6-45)

6.4.2 Estimation of plant transfer function
System identification can be represented by considering the rotor speed
(co) and the control input u as shown in Figure 6.20.

fi4HIH

generating plant

co

washout
u.

I

identifier

I

parameters

controller

Figure 6.20: Proposed scheme for identification and adaptive controller
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A sequence of psedurandom noise is superimposed with the control input
u to perform the identification process.
6.4.3 Simulation results

The same excitation control system used in Section 6.2.5 is used. Figu
6.21 shows the time response of the system to a 1 % step change in load
for the Pole Shifting (PS) controller and the P A and M R A C given before.
operating point: P=1.0 p.u, Q=0.5 p.u,
X=1.0p.u
1.87

with fixed P S S
with P A controller

time (sec)

Figure 6.21: Power angle variation following a 1 % step change in load
It is clear from Figure 6.21 that both P A controller and M R A C given in
this work have better performance than PS controller.

6.5 MULTIMACHINE CASE
6.5.1 System block diagram
The same linearized model of Figure 2.2 is used here.
6.5.2 A simplified block diagram
For the analysis purposes of this work the block diagram of the linearized
model shown in Figure 2.2 m a y be reconfigured to a simplified diagram
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as shown in Figure 6.22. This figure shows the effect of disturbances
such as a small change in load ( A P m ) and power swing disturbances
(APd). The denominator of Gbi(s) is the same as the denominator of
Gdi(s). Each transfer function given in Figure 6.22 represents the
individual ith machine. Therefore, the coefficients of all polynomials are
the same as the ones given for a single-machine infinite-bus model in
Appendix V H with the exception that the "Kii" parameters are obtained
from the linearized model of the entire system.

^r/(rad)
K

6ijAE-qj

K

4ij A5

(l/K3a)AFqj
Figure 6.22: A modified block diagram of Figure 2.2

6.5.3 Fixed gain P S S for design operating point
The same example given in Chapter 4 is used here.
6.5.4 M R A C using approximate model
6.5.4.1 Adaptive controller scheme
B y using a decentralised structure each generator is equipped by the
adaptive controller shown in Figure 6.23 where the effect of other
machines on the power system is also included.
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.APm.

AS^rad)

^ijAE'q.

Figure 6.23: Block diagram of the closed loop of the ith machine
The coefficients of transfer functions Gdi and G C i for the two-machine
system are given in Table IV (see Equations (5-5)). A delta operator
discrete model has been calculated using a sampling time of 0.01 sec.
Table IV (generator #1)
Parameters
Continuous-time

a
1

a
2

a
3

b
0

b

b
2

l

c
0

20.9 73.1

730

0

159

3087

Discrete-time system 19.6 75.9

658

0.8

165

2783 -.03

0

c
1

c

0

-1902

2

system
-17.4 -1714

Table IV (generator #2)
Parameters

a
1

a
2

3

27.8

12.5

124

Discrete-time system 24.4 12.5

109

Continuous-time
system

a

b

b
1

b

0

43

1177

0.2

45

1028 -.02

0

2

c
0

0

c
1

c
2

0

-1493

-13

-1303

6.5.4.2 Determination of controller parameters
The same reference model used in Section 6.2.2 is also used here. In
order to design the adaptive controller it is assumed that the excitation
system is given simply by its dc gain. Therefore, the same Equations of
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**

(6-26) and (6-28) can be used to obtain the controller parameters.
Although this model is assumed in setting up the identification algorithm,
simulation studies have represented the actual excitation system by the
more accurate model [Kei/(l+TeiS)].

6.5.4.3 Estimation of plant transfer functions
The same procedure given in Section 5.4.3.1 is used to estimate the
transfer function Gdi(5). The open-loop system of ith machine can be
obtained using Equation (6-32). The effect of other machines on the ith
machine due to dynamic interaction will be considered by measuring the
signal APdj and A5j. The A5j is also affected by the other signals such as
XK^jASj and X K ^ y AE'q.-. However, the latter signals are not necessary
to be measured because they do not have any effect on the identified
transfer function Gdi(5) (see Figure 6.22). The AVrefi is considered to be
zero [45].

6.5.5 Simulation results
Figures 6.24 (a) and (b) show the response of the system to a small step
change in load for approximate M R A C and fixed P S S for generators 1
and 2 respectively. The behaviour of the identified parameters is also
shown in Figures 6.25 (a) and (b). The transient response of the system
is also tested for another operating point (see Appendix VI) where the
designed fixed PSS has been used and shown in Figures 6.26 (a) and (b)
for generators 1 and 2 respectively.
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0.03

with fixed PSS

©

0.02

1

M

ith M R A C (approximate)

3
0.01 -

with
0.00

•

2

4

6

i

•

8

10

time(sec)

(a) generator #1

0.06'

with fixed PSS

"8
with M R A C (approximate)
<

•

0

2

i

4

i

i

6

i

i

8

•

10

time (sec)

(b) generator #2
Figure 6.24: Power angle variation following a small change in load
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(b) generator #2
Figure 6.25: Parameter convergence
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0.04

with fixed PSS
0.03-

I

with M R A C (approximate)
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i
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(a) generator #1

A V|
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0.04-

3

0.03-

/

with fixed PSS

/t ^"
!

_

0.020.010.00-

I

8

10
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(b) generator #2
Figure 6.26: Power angle variation following a small change in load
A s can be seen from Figures 6.24 and 6.26 the adaptive controller
performance is superior to the fixed PSS, especially where the operating
point changes.
6.5.6 Stability of feedback controller
The roots of the polynomial F are shown in Table V. The location of
roots show the stability of the feedback controller for two operating
points.
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Table V

Normal operating point

Other operating point

Generator #1 Generator #2 Generator #1 Generator #2
-20.06±jl6.86 -2.335±j26.9 -21.94±jl7.82
-4.1±j24.9
-6.49

-37.1

-5.01

-34.34

6.6 C O N C L U S I O N S
A new type of Model Reference Adaptive Controller using an explicit
system identification which does not require calculation of the error
between the plant output and that of model has been presented. In this
algorithm the controller parameters have been adjusted so that the poles
and zeros of the closed-loop system are placed at desirable locations. It
has been shown that using the delta operator in discretization allows the
designer to use a more simplified controller with an approximate discrete
model as this needs less computational time. It also simplifies the
controller algorithm based on a continuous-time control strategy by
reducing the number of controller parameters to be identified. The
M R A C s given in this chapter have provided desirable performance over a
wide range of operating points.

A comparison of the proposed

controllers given in this work with the P S controller appeared in the
literature has been also given. The results confirmed the superiority of
the P A controller and M R A C . The proposed adaptive controller is also
tested for a multimachine case where the results show a better
performance of approximate M R A C than thefixedPSS.

HAP

Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS

T h e goal throughout this thesis has been to search for an adaptive
controller which is able to provide a desirable response over a wide range
of operating points.
It was shown that a low order model of the open-loop system including
the generator model and the excitation system could sufficiently represent
the actual system for the design of the adaptive controller.
When adaptive controllers are to be applied to power systems, it is
essential that the continuous-time system be discretized by using a suitable
mathematical model. A comparison between two mathematical models
for discretizing power system transfer functions showed that the shift
model representation was very sensitive to numerical round-off when
short sampling time was used. This had several undesirable results such
as incorrect steady state response, frequency response and difficulties in
identifying power system parameters. The delta operator was used to
solve these problems. It not only gave more accurate results but had the
added advantage that its transfer function bore a close correspondence to
the continuous-time system b y ignoring sampling zeros from
discretization. This advantage allowed to use a more simplified adaptive
controller such that the less controller parameters had to be identified and
this reduced the computational time.
Adaptive controllers based on Pole Assignment and model reference

adaptive techniques using the delta operator were then proposed. In the
Pole Assignment adaptive controller the controller parameters were so
designed that the poles of the closed-loop system were placed at welldamped locations.

In all STC techniques the exact desirable response does not always follow
because there is no effort to fix the location of the zeros as well as the
poles. Accordingly, the P A controller was modified by using a new type
of M o d e l Reference Adaptive Controller. This algorithm, in which the
poles and zeros are located at preselected locations using an explicit
system identification, gives the specified desirable response for all
operating points. In this model reference adaptive technique there was no
need to obtain the error between the plant and model outputs. The results
of a S M I B and two-machine power systems showed that the proposed
adaptive controller would provide better damping characteristics than a
fixed PSS, especially where the operating point changed.
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Appendix I: The synchronous generator equations [4]
The synchronous generator equations in per unit form in terms of Park's dq axes are:
p8 = co - coo
p © = (<Bb/(2 H)) ( T m - T e - D (co - co0))
pe'q = (1/Tdo) (Vf - e'q - (xd-x'd) id)
V f = V q + Xdid
e'q = V q + x'd id
2

2

Vt = V d
T

2
+ Vq

e = V d i d + V q iq

Vd = Xq iq
where p stands for derivative.
The limiter values for excitation system and stabiliser are + 7 and + 0.2,
-0.1 p.u respectively.
Appendix II: Design of simplified and conventional stabilisers [3,4]
The objective of a power system stabiliser (PSS) is to add damping to rotor
oscillations. This is achieved by modulating the voltage regulator set point
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to produce torque variation in phase with speed. Power system stabiliser
transfer function may have two forms of
1- Conventional PSS [3,4]

washout

phase-lead compensator
k=lor2

2- Simplified P S S r5]
Am

s
1 + Tas

K s2
gain

AU e
1

phase-lead compensator
and washout
In order to obtain the P S S parameters a general procedure m a y be outlined
as follows [3,4];

a) The undamped natural frequency of oscillation con is obtained from the
torque angle characteristic equation derived from mechanical loop as
shown in Figure A.l.

(rad)

Figure A. 1
The characteristic equation would then be
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s2 + (D/M)s + (Kicob/M) = 0

(D

This givesriseto damped oscillation with frequency ©n Vl-C 2 and
damping ration C, where
COn=

VM^ and C=4D /VKiMcob

(2)

b) The phase lag produced by voltage regulator loop as well as the
reciprocal of its magnitude for the undamped natural frequency C0n=A/ Hbf
rad/sec is calculated as follows (see Figure A.2);
ATs
AUe

_

K3 K2 K e
l + K e K g K e + T'doKas ' ^ J 0 *

(3)

It should be noted that since the feedback path through K 4 provides a small
positive damping component, it is considered negligible [3].
4AT S

Ao

1

PSS G(s)

K2
K3
1 + K3Ti0s

Kf

Ke
Figure A.2: Component of torque produced by voltage regulator action
c) Considering a suitable value for damping ratio £ , the damping
coefficient would be
D = 2 £ VKiCObM
From Figure A.2 it can be seen that

(4)
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l A T s l = D l A o ) U | - ^ | s = j f l ) n lG(s)Uj(0nlAcol
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(5)

Therefore, the gain of G(s) can be calculated as follows;
&

=

. AT.
;
;
AT ,
AU,e =jcon I G ( s ) lSi=ja)n

(6)

N o w one example is taken from [3] where the generator parameters are

x<i = 1.6 p.u, xq = 1.55 p.u, x'd= 0.32 p.u, T'do = 5.0 sec, H = 1.5 an
K d =0.01.

The exciter gain is considered as Ke = 25 [5]. By considering operatin
point
P + jQ = 1.0 + j 0.5 p.u and Terminal voltage, Vt = 1.0 p.u

the "K" parameters of linear model of Figure 2.1 would then be Ki=1.01
K 2 =1.17, K 3 =0.36, K4=1.47, K5=-0.097, K 6 =0.417. Then by using the
procedure explained earlier the PSS parameters for such a system are
obtained as follows;
1- simplified PSS: K S 2 = 10, T a = 0.05 sec
2- conventional PSS: KSl = 7.2, Tw = 10, Ti= 1.32, T2 = 0.05, k = 1

Transient performance of the power system to a 5% step change in load,
5 % step change in voltage reference and a three phase fault close to
generator bus with a successful reclosure was tested for both kinds of PSSs
and shown in Figures A.3 (a), (b) and A.4 respectively.

Referring to figures A.3 and A.4, it can be seen that the results are
the same for both kinds of PSSs.

1.26

1.24OS
Ui
•>—>

to

k*^
1.22-

simplified PSS
1.20-

•~~ conventional PSS
1.18-1

•

r

T
2

time (sec)

Figure A.3 (a): Time response of the system to a 5 % step change in load

1.05

simplified PSS
conventional PSS

2

3

time (sec)
Figure A.3 (b): Time response of the system to a 5 % step change voltage
reference
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1.10

simplified PSS
conventional PSS

0.85

"•

1

1

1

I

2

-T
3

time (sec)

Figure A.4: Time response of the system to a three phase fault close to
generator bus after a successful reclosure

The parameters of the exciter and PSS for the case of high order mod
have been obtained as follows;
Ke = 25, T e = 0.01 [34,49], Ks = 8.5, T w = 10, Ti= 1, T 2 = 0.02, k = 1
Appendix III: Derivation of transfer function G d (s) with stabiliser

For low frequency oscillations produced by a disturbance APd, the c
in the power angle A 8 can be modelled as follows;
(i) high order model
AS(s) _
Bis 4 + B 2 s 3 + B3S2 +B4S + B 5
Gd(s)=
*APd(s) s 6 + Ais 5 + A2S 4 + A3S3 + A4S 2 +A5S+A<5

(7)

where
A o = K 3 T'do T e M T w T 2
Ai=(K 3 T d 0 T E ( M (T W +T2)+Kd T w T 2 ) + (K3 T'do+Te) M T w T 2 )/A 0

A 2 = (K3 T'do T e (M + K d (T2 + T w ) + Ki T w T2) + (K3 T d o + Te) (M
(Tw+T2) + Kd T w T2) + (1 + K 6 Ke K3) M T w T2) / A 0
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A 3 = (K3 T d 0 T e (Kd + Ki <T W + T2)) + (K3 T'do + Te) (M+Kd (T2 + T w )
+ Ki T w T 2 ) + (1 + K 6 Ke K 3 ) (M (T2 + T w ) + K d T 2 T w ) + K 2 K 3
(-K4Te T 2 T w + K s K e T w Ti)) /A 0

A4= (K3 T'do Te Ki+ (K3 Tdo + Te) (Kd + Ki (T2 + Tw)) + (1
K 3 )(M + Kd(T 2 + T w ) + K i T 2 T w ) + K 2 K 3 (Ks Ke T w - K 5 Ke T 2
T w -K4(Te(T2 + T w ) + T2Tw))) / Ao
A5 = (Ki (K3 Td0+ Te) + (1 + Ke Ke K3) (Kd + Ki (T2 +
(-K4(T2 + T w + Te)-K 5 Ke(T 2 + Tw)))/Ao
A6 = (Ki (1+K6 Ke K3) + K2 K3 (-K4 - K5 Ke)) / A0
Bi = (K3rdoTeT2Tw)/Ao
B2 = (K3 Td0 Te (T2 + Tw) + T2 Tw (K3 T'do+Te)) / A0
B3 = (K3rdoTe+(K3T'do + Te)(T2 + Tw) + T2Tw(l+K6KeK3))/A0
B4=((l+K6KeK3)(T2 + Tw) + Te + K3Tdo)/Ao
B5 = (l+K6KeK3)/A0
(ii) low order model
2 „ „
i +B2S+B3
Agro
Gd(s)=^ =^
3
2
AFd(s)
s +Ais +A2s +A3S+A4
where
B

s

(8)

Bi=(K3 T'do Ta) / (K3 rd0 TaM)
B2=((l+KeK3K6)Ta + K3T'do) / (K3 Td0 TaM)
B3=(l+KeK3K6) / (K3 T'd0 TaM)
Ai=(K3Td()M + (l+KeK3K6)TaM + KdK3TaTdo) / (K3 T'd0 TaM)

A2=((l+KeK3K6)M+KdK3T'do+(l+KeK3K6)KdTa+KiK3TaT'do+KeK3K2K)
(K3rd0TaM)
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A 3 =((l+K e K 3 K 6 )Kd+K 1 K 3 rdo+(l+K e K 3 K 6 )K 1 T a -K 2 K 3 T a (K4+KJC5)) /
(K3TdoTaM)
A4=((l+KeK3K6)Ki-K2K3 (K4+KeK5)) / (K3 T'd0 TaM)
Appendix IV: T h e condition for significant numerical difficulties of
the shift operator

The discussion in this Appendix closely follows that in Middleton [83].
n

Let p(x) = X a i x i denote a polynomial in a complex variable x. Assume
i=0

that each coefficient has similar relative accuracy as would occur when the
numbers are represented in a computer in floating point format. Individual
terms m a y be positive or negative and the relative accuracy will be worse
w h e n the polynomial consists of large terms which almost cancel.
Following this concept, reference [83] defines the "numerical
conditioning" associated with the polynomial as:
n
,a xi|

X i

^(absolute terms) i=o
v(x) =
=—
Z(signed terms)
^
a xl

(9)

JL i

i=0
A large value of Equation (9) suggests that the polynomial will be sen
to numerical round-off.

T h e relative robustness of the 5 and q

representations can be compared by examining the ratio ^

for the

characteristic equations, i.e. the denominator of the transfer functions.
These are taken to be pg(5) = 5 n + an_! 8 n " + .. . + ag for the delta model
n-1
and p (q) = q + bn_i q + ... + b 0 for the shift model. These coefficients
are related to the sums of the products of roots. For example, if the roots
of p q (q) are q ip ..., qin then
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'V- X 'V'Vk1

(l0)

ii^^-in-k
ton -1
1
Using 8 = —e r — and,q = eioah
one can show:

Z J lhn"k ak! (2 - 2 Cos (coh)^ 2
v8((0)

k=0

vq(co)

(11)

n

I lbkl
k=0
where bk has been given above and
hD"k I a k I = hn"k X l5ii'-'Si„.k I
11*12*..•ln-k

= hn'k

^
il*i2*...in-k

r-j^-L

JV

- H-lqin-]
I 1
*
1
• t-n

=
*

" #

(12)

*

ll^^-Vk
Let suppose the system is at least a fourth order system with four poles as

is reasonable for a power system transfer function. Considering cos
implies that
k/2

(2 - 2 Cos (co h))

« 1

for k £ 1 and
(2 - 2 Cos (co h))*72 = 1 (14)

(13)
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when k = 0. For the 8 form to be more robust:
v 5 (co)« vq(co)

(15)

To satisfy Equation (15), the following Equation has to be satisfied whe
k=0:
hD"k lak I«I bk I or hn"k !ak I < 0.111^ I (16)
For a system having four poles Equation (16) can be written as follows:
lq ii -lllq i2 -lllq i3 -lllqi 4 -ll<0.1lq ii q i2 qi 3 q i4 l

(17)

It is assumed that all poles are in the right hand side of the unit cir
therefore have the same sign. Considering the pole with smallest
magnitude (qk) and Equation (17) implies that
1/4
1
I c^ -1 I < (0.1) I q k I or I q k -1 I < ^ I q k I

08)

For the other terms in numerator and denominator of Equation (11) (i.e.,
k>l), by considering Equations (13) and (18), Equation (15) will be seen to
be satisfied.

Appendix V: Australian power system
The generator parameters using 100 M V A base are
H = 16.5 sec, x d = xq = 0.476 p.u, x'd = 0.05 p.u, T d o = 5.3 sec and
the operating points for two different cases are
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Vt
Vo

1993 high load
8.7
1.206
0.9789 + i 0.2045
0.9962 - i 0.0872
0.0024+ 0.03539
0.208 - 1.939

1993 medium load
4.4
0.326
0.9803 + i0.1977
1.0288-i 0.0503
0.00401+i0.04941
-0.682 - i 0.709

All parameters have been given in p.u. on 100 M V A base.
The parameters of the Hydro system taken from [3] are as follows;

H = 5.0 sec, x<i = 1.14, xq = 0.66 p.u, x'd = 0.24 p.u, T'do = 12 sec
operating point is P+jQ=1.0+j0.5 p.u and Vt=1.0 p.u.

Appendix VI: Multimachine system
The generator parameters are as follows;
Frequency=60 Hz, M V A base=3000

M V A base

P(MW)
0(MVAr)
Tdo
x
d
x'd
Xq

H

vt

angle
D

Generator #1

Generator #2

700
600
103.45
7.6
0.9
0.3
0.68
5.07
1.0
0.0
1

2600
2400
1335.9
7.6
0.9
0.3
0.68
5.07
1.05
38.89
5

V 3 =0.986 ^ -11.7, Pioad=3000 M W , Qload = 1000 M V A r , X c = -jl.48,
and reactance lines are both jl p.u. All parameters have been given in p.u
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except machine inertia H and time constants which are in seconds. The
exciter gain and itstimeconstant are 250 and 0.01 sec respectively for each
generator.
The linearized equations are obtained as follows [4];
.4226*i -0.11204 -0.15337

A=

fi=

377
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

-0.05722 -0.25589 0.13158
-1111

-14528

-100

0.00148

-0.03587

0

0

0.01688

-0.0036

-1773.5

-1269

0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

-0.01688

-0.18085

0.13158

1773.5

-20720.25

-100

0.10781

-0.00831

0

0

0.05722

0.07274

1111

-8195.25

-0.56896 -0.00159

377
0
0

-0.12043

0 0 0 25000 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0
0 0 0 25000

The eigenvalue analysis of the above equations shows that the lightly
damped m o d e is -0.1624±j6.6626. A participation factor analysis given in
[28] shows that both generators are effective in this mode. Therefore, the
PSSs are so designed that the phase lag produced by this mode in each
excitation system is compensated by using the same method given in
Appendix II [4,102]. The PSS parametrs are obtained as follows;
Generator #1:

2s
10 l + 2 s

Generator #2:

2s
l+2s

1 +0.1 s
l+0.02s
1 + 0.06 s
1+0.02s

The other operating point is given as follows;
Vi=0.95 ^ 2, V 3 =1.02 ^ -20, PiOad=3800 M W , Qioad = 190 M V A r . It
is assumed that the terminal voltage of the second generator with a higher
inertia remains constant.
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Appendix VII: Derivation of transfer function Gd(s) and Gc(s) with no
stabiliser
For the power system without PSS Gd(s) and Gc(s) can be modelled as
follows;
G

^APm(s)-s3

G rsV„

+ Fis2+F2s + F3

A

S<s) Gi
G S)
^ -AV ref (s)- s 3+ F i s 2 + F 2 s +

F3

Gb(s)=3 21 (19)
s +Fis + F 2 s + F 3
where
Ei=(K3T'do)/(K3T'doM)
E 2 =(l+K e K 3 K6) / (K3 T'do M )
Fi=((l+KeK3K6) M + KdK 3 r d o) / (K3 T'd0 M )
F2=((l+KeK3K6)Kd+K1K3T'do) / (K3 T'd0 M)
A 4 =((l+KeK 3 K 6 )K 1 -K 2 K 3 (K4+IQK5)) / (K3 T'd0 M )
Gi=-(KeK 3 K2)/(K 3 T' d oM)
H1=-(K3K2)/(K3rd0M)
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